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The use of decayed wood from some conifers and 
broadleaf trees for chemical pulping purposes* 
The prevalence of rot fungi in  the Swedish forests is not accurately 
known, nor have all the numerous species been identified, even if some 
extensive work has recently been done, especially by ERII~SSOS (1968). 
Over the last few years information on the number of trees damaged in 
this way has been p r o ~ i d e d  by the National Forest Survey, but a s  a rule 
an  identification of the fungi cannot be carried out in  the field, since 
the trees may often be severely attacked without formation of 
sporophores. In  the Survey field work, however, increment cores of 
decayed wood are collected under sterile conditions and later placed 
on malt agar plates for identification of the outgrowing mycelia. 
In the USA and Canada very well equipped laboratories are engaged 
i n  the identification or other evidences of internal decay fungi in cul- 
ture, and the rnost important papers on this subject derive from 
these countries (e.g. LONG and H A R S ~ H ,  1918, FRITZ, 1923, CAMPBELL, 
1938, D ~ v ~ n s o s ,  CAMPBELL and BLAISDCLL, 1938, DAVIDSON, CAMPBELL 
and VAUGHN, 1942, NOBLES, 19-18, 1958 n and b ) .  From the utilization 
standpoint, h o w e ~  er, rot damage in trees has r cce i~ed  less attention. In 
Sweden the quality of timber i5 Tery carefully maintained through 
official regulations - for instance with respect to rot damage - in  
connection with scaling of pulpwood of various types. 
In a n  earlier investigation on rot damage in  Swedish forests and its 
effect on the production of paper and myon pulp (BJORRLIAN, SAMUEL- 
SON, RINGSTROM, BERGEK and MALM, 1949) attention x a s  centered on 
the damage to spruce (Picea abies)  caused by the root-rot fungus Fomes  
annosus  (F.) Cooke and its effect on the production of chemical pulp. 
The findings of this investigation, to which reference will be made in 
the following, formed the basis for regulations applied in scaling of 
rot-damaged mood. The economic importance of the damage due to this 
fungus in Sweden has been dealt with by PETRINI (1945) and ARVIDSON 
(1954), and the yearly loss in value caused by the fungus has been 
estimated at  about 60 million STY. crowns (RATTSJO and RENNERFELT, 
* Pinus silvesfris L.,  Picea d i e s  Karst., Betula verrucosa Ehrh., Befulci pubescens Ehrh., 
Populus wemula L. and A h a s  gl~ztinosa (L.)  Gaertn. 
1955). Earlier Scandinavian investigations by J o ~ a h s s o ~ ,  1933, 1935, 
1942, \\IEGELIITS, 1938, BJoRI~~ILs, 1946, 1953, 1958, I'ERILA and SEP- 
PXL;~, 1932, and J C N S E X ,  1953, can he mentioned here. 
American papers dealing more or less with this subject include 
SCHEFFER, 1936, HEPTING and CHAPM-IS, 1938, HOLZER, 1941, ZAS-IDA, 
1947, HYTTINEU and S c ~ a r ~ n ,  1948, M - I R T I ~ ,  1949, CLAUSEN, RZES and 
I~AUFERT, 1949, CRE IMER, 1950, GLENSIE and SCHWARTZ, 1950, BROWN 
and MCGOVERN, 1950, SHEM-I, 1955, SHERIDAN, 1958, ZABEL, 1959, ZABEI. 
and ST. GEORGE, 1960, COMLING, 1960, 1961, and SCHAFER, 1947, 1961. 
Since the scaling regulations, promulgated on 25th September, 1948 
(Kungl. Sltogsstyrelsen, The National Board of P r i ~  ate Forestry, Circu- 
lar  2A, 1948) governing the use of rot-damaged wood were almost 
exclusively concerned with damage due to Fonles annosus, which 
occurs primarily in southern and central Sweden (RENNERFELT, 1916), 
it was suggested by the Snedish Forest Industry that a similar in- 
vestigation should be carried out on other fnngi causing rot damage 
in conifers chiefly in northern Sneden. 
Accordingly, a special committee, "The Rot-Damage Committee", 
was set up in  1949 by the Coordination Con~n~i t tee  of the Forest 
Industries with the folloving objectives: 1) to determine the rot types 
and their frequency in the northern part of the country (Norrland, 
Dalecarlia, northern Viirmland) by s u r l e ~ i n g  the occurrence of rot 
damage, and 2) to assess the detrimental effect of the various types of 
rot on the pulp produced; this mould be done by means of test cooks at  
various research laboratories. 
The investigation was concluctecl in the form of a random sainple 
survey of the prevalence and types of rot damage, and test coolis of 
representative samples of decayed and corresponding sound pine and 
spruce wood. In the spring of 1952 The National Board of P r i ~ a t e  
Forestry requested that  a corresponding s u n e y  of the types and extent 
of rots in  deciduous trees should be carried out, and this was under- 
taken in April-June of 1962 and 1933. 
The results of the in\estigations of conifers were n~ai lab le  in 
January, 1952, and of that on broadleaf trees in Rlarch, 1954. The data 
were used as a basis for scaling regulations, which subsequently re- 
mained unmodified for more than a decade. The results were not 
published, however. As new methods have been evoked and require- 
* The Committee was composed of the following: J. L. EKIIAS (Chairman), T. XROSESIUS, 
R. AXLING, A. G. BENTON, X. BERGSJO, E. BJORKRIAX, G. DJURBERG, G. HALLMANS, E.
MALJI, M. NORDQUIST, S. PEHRSSON, K. PER-JONSSOS, S. RASCH, E. RISGSTROX. E. ROSGE, 
and H. SCHRODER. 
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rnents relating to the prodncts have been altered, publication of the 
results became highly desirable. For these reasons an  outline of the 
investigations is presented below. Chapters I, I1 and IV are written by 
E. BJORKMAX, Chapter I11 d by S. -0 .  REGESTID, Chapter I11 B by E. 
MALM, Chapter I11 C hy E. RINGSTROM, Chapter 111 D by L.-H. Fonss-  
BLAD and Chapter 111 E by S. RYDHOLM. 
I. Survey of rot fungi and decay types in Pinus 
silvestris and Pieea abies in northern Sweden 
The survey of the types of rots and their prevalence included pulp 
wood and fuel wood and was performed chiefly during the early 
winter, when the timber was transported to the temporary storage 
places along rivers or forest roads and could be considered on the 
whole to  represent an  average of the forests in the respective cutting 
areas. These studies were performed over three years (1949-1951) 
and covered a total of 5112 million logs distributed a t  storage places 
from the river Kalis Blv in the north to the rivers Dalalven and Klar- 
alven in the south: 
At these surveys an  attempt was made to bring together the same or 
similar rots on the stems, as is necessary in practice; a t  the same time 
a large number of known and unltnown types were collected. Some 
1,500 pure cultures of rot fungi from these stored bolts were prepared 
a t  the Department of Forest Botany. At least 50 of these were found 
to belong to different species, the identification of most of which pre- 
sented considerable difficulty. From utilization standpoints, howe-ter, 
the species as such is less important than the type of rot caused by the 
f u n g ~ ~ s .  For practical application - with which the investigation is 
primarily concerned - it is therefore more valuable to assign as many 
rot fungi as possible to a few groups with respect to their effect on 
the pulp than to class the rots according to the species of fungi that 
cause them. To perform such a grouping it  is necessary to know what 
types are prevalent. 
Sin~ultaneously with the survey, samples of various common and 
well defined types of rot were collected for test cooks. 
The prevalence of rot in pine and spruce in  the various provinces 
and regions in northern Sweden and Dalecarlia, based on the results 
of the National Forest Survey, is dealt v i t h  in the chapter "The rot 
f r e q ~ ~ e n c y  in Swedish conifer forests" in the paper by BJOKKMAN et  
al., 1949 (pp. 8-12). 
Table 1 shows the prevalence of rot damage and the most important 
* These investigations were partly performed as examination field work a t  the  Depart- 
ment  of Forest Botany by S. BIRGERSON, B. BRYNTE, A. GR~NIWIST,  P. HARGEBY, S. 
LUSDBERG, -4. OSCARSSON, F. RYDBO, G. TOT.ASDER, and G. AKERBLOM. 
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Table 1. The frequency of heartrot in pine (Pinus silvestris) and spruce (Picea abies) 
in different parts of middle and northern Sweden. 
Kind 
l f  pulp 
wood 
Pine 
and 
spruce 
Pine 
and 
spruce 
Pine 
and 
spruce 
Pine 
Spruce 
Rot  caused bv 
Fornes p in i  
Coniophora fusisporcc 
.4rn1illaria mellerc 
Unlino~vn 
Stereum sanguinolentum 
Cort ic ium galact innm 
and similar fungi 
Armi l la r ia  mellea 
Fornes p in i  abietis 
Fornes annosus  
Coniophora oliuucea a.o.spp 
,\lerulius sp. 
Fomes pinicola, F .  roseus, 
Polyporus  borealis and 
unknown fungi causing 
destructive (browuj rot 
Upper 
parts of 
6 0 L 6 Z 0  
Lat. N 
the pro- 
vinces of 
Dalarna 
and 
V8rrnland 
JIiddle 
Sorrla~icl 
inland 1 coastland 
South 
Souland 
61"-63" 
Lat' 
Upper 
Norrland 
65'-69" 
Lat. N 
Total anc 
means 
Srlrnber of inoestigated storage places 
43 1 36 / 52 / 31 ( 45 I 207 
A p p r o x .  nnmber  of pu lp  uootl  logs at the sforage places 
A p p r o x .  frequency of pu lp  o)ood logs damaged by heartrot,  per 
cent oj all logs at each place 
A p p r o s .  lreguency oj heartrot caused by different i ~ z n g i ,  per 
cent of all damage (occurrence, not  uolarne) 
fungi causing it, as disclosed by the survey performed a t  the storage 
places in 1949-1951. As Table 1 shows, Fomes  annosus  rot was not 
particularly common in northern Sn-eden (14.1 per cent of all rots re- 
corded). Common rot fungi in spruce were Armillaria ~ n e l l e a  (Wahl. 
ex Fr.) Qud., Fornes pinicoln (Schrv. ex Fr .  Coolie, Polyporzrs borealis 
Fr., F .  rosezis (Alb. & Schw. ex Fr . )  Coolie, Coniophora spp. and JIeru- 
l ius  spp. (Plate I ) ,  lllostly causing butt rot and together constituting 
50.2 per cent. Very conlmon ve re  also top rots due chiefly to Stererzm 
8 I-:RZI; B J O R I ~ A N  ar. FL 
sanguinolentum Alb. & Schw. ex Fr .  (Plate I ) .  In pine, Fotnes pini 
(Thore ex Fr .)  Karst. and fungi of the butt rot type a s  Coniophora 
fusispora (Coolte ck Ellis) Coolie (Plate I )  and Armillnrin melleci 
(Plate I )  were fairly general. 
Certain rot fungi consume practically only the holocellulose, and in  
advanced stages of the decomposition of the wood the residue then 
consists almost entirely of lignin. These rots, characterized by cubical 
splitting of the wood, are known as brown or destrzzctiue rots. The 
opposite type of rot, that due to fungi decomposing only lignin, 
apparently does not exist in nature but is closely approached by the 
zuhite rots, the residue of which is a white compound containing a high 
percentage of cellulose (FALCK and HAAG, 1927, CA~WBELL, 1952, LYR, 
1961). The white rots occur chiefly in broadleaf trees. The corrosive 
rots, including the so-called white-pocket rot, lie between destructive 
and white rots, the cellulose and lignin being attacked by the fungus 
to approxinlately the same extent. This group is often included among 
the white rots. Many other forms of classification have been proposed, 
for instance those by G A U M A ~ X  (1951) and RIEIEK (1955); cf. also 
RJORI~MAS et al., 1949, and HEKNINGSSON, 1962. The term brown rot is 
chemically well defined but is not useful for descriptive purposes, as 
also many white rots are brown in early stages of their development. 
The term des t ruc t i~  e rot is therefore preferred in the present investiga- 
tion. 
However, it has been found that from a technical and economic 
point of view, the stage of development of a rot damage may be of 
Ihc greatest interest. A standard for the \-arious degrees of the compo- 
sition of the decayed wood is provided by the uolume zueigkt. In the 
investigation of 1949 the following examples of wood weight expressed 
in ltg dry substance per 1113 fresh wood -- established by calculation5 
with a mercury xylometer - was tabulated for ~ a r i o u s  tages of rot in 
.i different spruce trunlis having a regular and typically formed Fonles 
annoszzs-rot : 
sound wood 425.3 
aniline wood 421.0 
firm light rot 369.6 
firm dark rot 321.4 
soft dark rot 246.8 
These types are distinguished for practical purposes and can be 
called uisunl decay types. A rot is considered to be firm, if pressure 
with, for esample, the blunt backside of n pencil will make no impression 
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Fig. 1. Soft dark rot  of the  destructive (brown) rot  type, caused by Coniophorn olivacea in 
Picen nbies. Butt  rot  up t o  about 50 cm from the ground. The province of Norr- 
hotten. 
in the wood or the same impression as in corresponding sound wood. A 
rot is said to be sof t ,  if the decayed wood when pressed in  the same 
way g i ~ e s  a deeper impression than the sound 1%-ood. As to the terms 
dark  and l ight ,  a distinction can be made according to  a certain colour- 
scale ( c f .  B ~ o n ~ M a s  e f  d . ,  1949, Plates I and 11). A s  these types have 
been found to give a good measure of the decomposition of the wood 
and the importance of the decay for pulping purposes, they are used 
for the classification of rot-damage in  both conifers and broadleaf 
trees in the present investigation, with the exception of "aniline wood", 
which is included in  a broader group called stained wood. The tern1 
soft rot - always combined with 'dark' or 'light' - should not be 
confused with the superficial "soft rot" described by SAVORY (1954) 
and others, this type of rot haying no interest in  the present connection. 
A considerable number of the cultured fungi are of the destructive 
rot type, among them Polyporrrs borealis, Polyporus schweinitzi i  Fr., 
Fomes  pinicola, F o ~ n e s  roscns,  Coniophora olivacea (Fr .)  Karst. (Fig. 
!, Plate I )  and other Coniophora spp. and AVlerz~lius pp. in spruce, In 
pine Coniophorn fzrsispora causes a typical dark destructive rot a t  the 
base of the trees and very often occurs in association with wetwood 
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(LAGERBERG, 1935, 1944). Also in spruce fungi of these types are found 
chiefly a t  the base of the trees often combined with metwood. For the 
most part they can therefore be classified topographically as  stump 
rot or wetwood fungi (cf. TII~ICA, 1934, RonAIC, 1936, 1942, DAY and 
PEACE, 1936, PEACE, 1938, J ~ R S T A D  and JUUL, 1939, DAY, 1948, BAYEX- 
DAMM, 1951, RISHRETH, 1950--1951, 1959, HARMSEN, 1954 ~IAGENER 
and DAVIDSON, 1954, NORDIN, 1954, LOWE, 1957, 1958, J~RGENSES, 
1956, KLXRIK and RENNERFELT, 1957, YDE-ANDERSEN, 1958, E ~ ~ s s s o s ,  
1958, MOLIN and REKNERFELT, 1959, WALLIS, 1961, T s o u ~ s ,  1961). 
Typical corrosive rots are caused by Fomes  pini  i n  both pine and 
spruce ( F o m e s  pini  var. abietis (Karst.) Overh.) trunks by infection 
through dead branches (cf. RENNERFELT and NACHT, 1955, J ~ ~ R G E N S E N ,  
1961), and  by S t e r e u m  sanguinolentum causing top rot in  spruce (cf. 
LAGERBERG, 1919, DAVIDSON and ETHERIDGE, 1963). Besides these very 
common fungi of this type otther species have also been found sporadi- 
cally, e.g. Polyporus  tomentosus  var. circinatzzs (Fr .)  Sartory and 
Maire, and Fomes  nigrolimitatus (Rom.) Egeland producing a very 
pronounced "white pocket rot". 
Pure white rots i n  pine and spruce are relatively rare but are 
caused for example by Armillaria mellea and Corticium galactinzzm 
(Fr .)  Burt. (cf. WHITE, 1951, and Plate I ) .  The most important white 
rot fungus in  this connection seems to be Armillnria,  which, however, 
also consumes the cellulose to a great extent and always produces a 
dark discolouration of the wood (Plate I ) .  The Armillaria-rot usually 
occurs as  a butt rot. often in combination with wetwood. 
11. Survey of rot fungi an es in Betula 
in various parts of Sweden 
'ko examine the p r e d e n c e  of decay in growing birch and aspen in 
various parts of the country extensive observations of the occurrence 
of various types of vood-rotting fungi were performed in association 
with surveys in  1952-1953. These were undertaken in different 
seasons, often in  connection with cutting operations in southern and 
northern Swxlen, and, as in the case of the conifer pulp wood, estimates 
were made of the proportion of trees damaged by rot and the prevalence 
of the various types of rot. 
9 compilation of the Kational Forest Survey data was performed 
e len  if the type of rot could not be recorded (Table 2 ) .  The figures for 
the Forest Survey are in close agreement with the random sampling 
studies in various parts of the country, though often slightly lower 
than these. In the Forest S u r ~ e y  data, which are relied on in the 
folloxing unless otherwise stated, waste timber has been included as 
decayed wood, as is probably appropriate since it is almost invariably 
affected by rot. 
It is seen from Table 2 that the smaller dimensions of birch (10--25 
cm diameter) have considerably less frequency of rot-damaged wood 
than the larger, but in the case of aspen there is little if any difference 
in this respect. Thus, young aspen is considerably more affected than 
young birch (Fig. 2 ) .  This may be due at least i n  part to the fact 
that the root suckers, which were also included in the observation 
material, are often damaged by rot a t  quite an  early stage. Table 2 
also shows that  birch is much more conlmonly affected in the north 
than in the south of Sweden. In the inland areas of upper Norrland in 
particular birch is very often badly attacked. In this respect, too, aspen 
does not display such marked differences. On the whole, decay in 
aspen is about as common in southern Sweden as in Norrland. 
If account is taken of ihe  total occurrence of rot-damaged zvood 
(including waste timber), irrespective of diameter class, the proportion 
of affected trees was 18.8 per cent for birch and 35.2 per cent for aspen 
(Table 3 ) .  The corresponding figures for conifers are not a~ai lable  
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Table 2. The frequency of rot-damaged trees of birch (Betula verrucosa and B. pubes- 
cens) and aspen (Populus tremula), expressed as the means for the diameter classes: 
10-25 cm, above 25 cm; and in total; in different parts of Sweden according to the 
results of the National Forest Survey. The frequency is expressed in per cent of all trees. 
Counties Mean Lat. N 
hlalrnohus a. Icristianstad: 
Kalmar a. Blekinge 
Jonkopings a. Kronobergs 
Hallands a. Goteborgs o. 
Bohus 
Xlvsborgs, Skaraborgs a. 
Cjrebro 
Ostergotlands a. Siider- 
manlands 
Stocliholms, Uppsala a. 
VBstmanlancls 
Varmlands 
Kopparbergs (except 
Sarna-Idre) 
Gavleborgs 
Vasternorrlands 
Jamtlands 
Vasterbotten a. Norrbot- 
ten, coastal area 
Vasterbotten, inland area 
Mean 
Birch 
total above 23 cm 
for the whole country but for Norrland and Dalecarlia they have earlier 
heen estimated to be 0.9 per cent for pine and 5.7 per cent for spruce 
(BJORIIMAS e t al., 1949, Fig. 2 ) .  
As regards the distribution of rot, there was a greater degree of 
uniformity i n  the case of the broadleaf trees than the conifers. The 
most important type, that caused by Fornes igniarius (L. ex Fr . )  Kiclix, 
the "false tinder fungus", proved to be fairly uniformly distributed 
throughout the country, occurring in 39-56 per cent of all birch with 
rot damage (Table 3). In a large riurnber of stems the rot was due to 
Poria obliqua (Pers. ex Fr.) Karst. (Fig. 3 ) ,  the decay of which closely 
resembles that of Fomes  igniarirrs. The latter occurred in 90 per cent of 
the aspen damaged by rot, with little difference between the south and 
north of the country. 
A short survey will be given of the most conimon types of rot, and 
total 
the fungi causing them encountered in the survey. 
As mentioned above, the most common type of rot damage in birch 
was found to be due to F o m e s  igniarizrs (Plate 11). This fungus, which 
frequently forms characteristic hoof-shaped fruiting bodies, occurs in 
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Table. 3. The frequency of heartrot in birch (Retula verrucosn and B. pubescens) 
and aspen (Populus tremula) in different parts of Sweden. Per cent of sample tests from 
1,220,000 pulp wood logs. 
Kind of 
pulp 
wood 
Rot  caused b\ 
Birch 
Aspen 
Appro" frequency of rot damage caused by different 
rot f u f ~ g i ,  per cent of all damage 
Fomes igniarius 
Poria ohliquu 
Fomes fomentarius 
Polyporus betulinus 
Pholiota and Pleurotus 
SPP. 
Armillaria mellea 
Diaporthe aristafa 
Unlrnown 
Fornes igniarius 
Armillaria rnellea 
Fomes applanatus 
and unknown fungi of 
similar type 
large number of races in numerous kinds of broadleaf trees (cf. 
South 
Sweden 
56'-59" 
Lat. S 
VERRALL, 1937). The rates of growth of the mycelia of these races vary 
with temperature, and the enzyme effect and "activity" of the fungus 
seem to differ considerably from one race to another. The fungus 
produces a typical white rot with characteristic darli zone lines. The 
rot is dark a t  first and becomes lighter with time, the darli lines in- 
creasing in  prominence (Plate 11). At first the rot is firm but becomes 
softer later on. Unless there is other damage there is no tendency for 
the stem to become hollow. 
Poria obliqua, as  mentioned above, produces a rot very similar lo  the 
Fornes ignirtrius-rot. The fruiting bodies consist of clinker-like masses 
(Fig. 3 ) .  
Fornes fornentarius (L. ex Fr .)  Iiiclix, the "tinder fungus", seems 
to be the inost common to attack birch after Fomes igniarius and Poria 
obliqua. The conk is particularly common and often bears a close 
similarity t o  that  of Fomes igniarius. It is, moreover, the most common 
rot fungus in beech (Fagas silutrtica L.) and for this reason is often 
known as  the "beech conk fungus" in southern Sweden. The rot is a 
typical white rot of the same kind as the Fomes igniarius-rot, but 
i t~stead of the darli zone lines there are characteristic dark clusters of 
mycelia, visible as  dark streaks in the wood, often several centimeters 
long and a few millimeters wide. 
Middle 
Sweden 
59"-61" 
Lat.  N 
Mean 
and 
Middle 
Norrland 
610-B50 
Lat. N 
Upper 
Norrland 
65'-69' 
Lat. N 
Fig. 2. Hardwoods (Befula uerrocosn and Pol~ulus frernula) with typical stem and but t  rots 
of the  white rot  type,  mainly caused bl- Fornes igrzirrrius. The province of Anger- 
manland. 
The infection by Fornes igrzicrriizs, Poria obliqua and Fonzes 
Joazeaztarir~s occurs through spores, v,hich germinate on exposed wood 
especially in branch wo~mds.  
o l y p o r z r s  be fu l inus  Bull. ex Fr., the "birch con11 fungus" is also n 
fairly common decay f u n g ~ ~ s  in  birch, its only host tree. Unlike the 
sporophores of Fornes igninrius and Fornes forncntnrius the conlts are 
soft and annual. They appear on dead branches and trunks. The decay 
i s  a typical destructive rot of a light brown colour, a type that is rare 
in  broadleaf trees. The fungus attacks the cellulose and the wood 
breaks down until, in the advanced stage, it disintegrates into a fine 
powder ( c f .  B J O R I ~ X A X ,  1953, Table 7 ) .  
Armillaria n ~ e l l e n ,  the "honey fungus" is more coininon in  broadleaf 
trees than in  conifers; thus the fruiting bodies rery often occur on dead 
roots and stumps. It is often possible to recognize the fungus through 
its characteristic flattened rhizomorphs b e t ~ ~ e e n  the wood and the bark. 
Armillaria can, however, as in conifers, appear also as a trunk rot in 
the central part of the tree usually causing a butt rot (Fig. 4 ) .  As 
mentioned before, Arjnil2aria mellea causes a mhite rot but appears to 
attack chiefly the cellulose, at  least in the earlier stages. 
Fig. 3 .  Black deformation in the  bark of Betulrt ucwucoscc, caused bg Porici obl~qrrcc. The 
province of .hgermanland. 
Pholiota destrnrm iFr .)  Bres. and Pleurotus ulmarizzs Fr. and other 
species of the same genera, like Jrmilluricc, seem often to enter through 
the roots so that typical butt rota occur. The infection or inwsion may 
also appear in the upper part of the trunk, for instance by Pleurotzts 
r,streafrzs Jacq., .'the oyster mnshrooin". If the moisture conditions 
permit, these fungi continue to grom after the tree has been cut. 
An extremely common form of damage to the birch trunlis in Norr- 
land is the so-called birch canker nhich  is produced by the Ascomycete 
Diaporthe aristafa (Fr .)  Karst. (Fig. 5, Plate 11). This fungus grows 
on the lower parts of the trunk (not above 2 meters) and has been 
encountered chiefly in  untended stands. The fungus produces a 
pronounced canker a t  the base of the stem, where the bark splits and 
is often pressed into fissures in the wood. The cambiuni is killed and 
the parts between the sites of attack therefore grow so that the tree 
appears finally to be standing on stilts. A marlied black stain of the 
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Fig. -1. Soft dark rot  of t h e  white rot type, caused by rlrrnillttritr ~nelletr,  in Retulu  uerrltcosa. 
Butt  rot. The province of Yasterbotten. 
IT-ood is typical of L)icxpol.tlze-damaged stems e\en when no perithecia 
are formed. The attack is often accompanied by a typical rot, which 
is probably due to the fungus hut ils nature is still rather obscure ( c f .  
HORNER, 1956). 
Other forms of abnornialities are ~ a r i o u s  types of discolouration of 
wood due to changes in  the h e a r t ~ ~ o o d  of the growing tree. A greyish 
green stain is particularly common in birch and aspen, and in  the 
former it often begins as  a ~ i o l e t  tone (Plate 11) .  This stain occurs 
when air is able to penetrate to the central wood - for instance 
through branch stubs. 111 time these discoloured parts of the t runk 
are infected by wood-rotting fungi. Then, first a firm dark rot and 
later a more or less soft light rot occur (Plate 11). It  is difficult to 
decide where the border lies between stain alone and incipient rot. 
Another form of discolouration of wood is the so-called red heartwood 
of birch, probably of the same type as the more familiar red heartwood 
of beech (BUCHWALD, 1939, ZPCHA, 1948, RESXERFELT and THUNELL, 
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Fig. 5. Canker, caused by Diaporthe aristatci, a t  the  base of a stem of Betula  pnbescens. 
Black staining from the  bark and soft rot. Province of Vasterbotten. Cf. Plate 11. 
1950) and ash (BOSSHAKD, 1953). It is light brown at  first but darkens 
with age (Fig. 6, Plate 11). Red heartwood - in  the present investiga- 
tion also called "firm red wood" - is not caused by decay fungi, 
although they may appear secondarily and produce severe damage. In 
birch i t  seems usually to be Fornes igniarius, and in  beech Fomes  
fomentarius that  are found. No accurate assessment of the prevalence 
of red heartwood has been performed. Very extensive red heartwood, 
which may involve practically the whole central part of the trunk. 
seems, however, to occur chiefly in old birch with thick bark in 
southern and central Sweden. 
In dried twigs a typical branch rot sonletimes forms; it finally occurs 
as a soft dark rot. In other cases the twig wound is helaled over, and 
no rot will then be formed. 
R o t  fungi i n  aspen.  - The predominant rot in aspen is, as  mentioned 
a b o ~ e ,  due to Fomes  igniarius,  which is extremely common in  this 
tree thro~ighout  Sveden (cf. its high frequency in America, reported 
by SCHMITZ and JACKSON, 1927, HIRT, 1949, RILEY, 1952, DAVIDSOS, 
HINDS and HAWKSWOKTH, 1969, and also in  Russia and Siberia, reported 
by ANKUDIXOV, 1939). The fungus occurs in  the same way as in birch 
Fig. 6. Firm red mood (red hearlwood), caused by air reaching the  heartxood through 
cracks in the stern, in Betula uerrucosa. Beginning of rot, causecl by F o n m  lgniarius, 
in the  central parts. Province of Dalsland. Cf. Plate 11. 
and the kind of decay is also the same. The infection usually takes 
place through dry  twigs on the t runk but also through root suckers 
from old stumps; opinions are divided on this, however. E I ~ L U N D  and 
W E N X ~ I A R I ~  (1925) found that root rot in aspen is usually caused by 
Armillaria mellea.  In the surley of rot in  broadleaf trees this fungus 
was often encountered in aspcn, where it had the same appearance as 
in  birch. Moreover, other fungi were also encountered, e.g. Fomes 
npplanafus  (Pers. ex. Il'allr.) Gill. (Fig. 7 ) ,  Collybia uelutipes Curt. ex 
F., and Fomes pinicola i n  a few cases. These other rots were prefer- 
ably formed in the lower parts of the t runk as typical butt rots. A 
number of unidentified rot fungi were also found in aspen. 
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Fig. 7. Firm dark rot  of the white rot  type, caused by Fomes ccpplnncrfns; in Poptrlrls 
tremula. Butt  rot. Province of SmBland. 
III. Test cooks of pine, spruce, birch, aspen and alder 
wood from trees attacked by various rot fungi 
To enable a direct comparison to be made, the samples of decayed and 
sound wood for the test coolis were talien largely from the saine stems. I11 
cases when this svas in~possible it ensured that the sound control wood 
was of about the same increment type as  the decayed wood. The sound 
wood was mixed with 10,20 and 50 per cent of the decayed wood. In some 
cases only a 10 per cent mixture mas examined of conifer mood and a 20 
per cent mixture of hardwood, this being the maximum proportion of 
decayed ~vood  present in the wood received at  the pulp mills. On the 
average the proportion of rots in the Swedish forests does not exceed a 
few parts per thousand of the cut limber rolume and i t  is unliliely to 
reach one per cent. It was ensured that the chips for the test coolis con- 
sisted only of absolutely homogeneous decayed wood with no knots, 
compression wood etc. The chips measured about 25 x 15 x 5 mm. 
Different types of pulp were prepared on a laboratory scale a t  the 
research laboratories of a number of Swedish forest industry compa- 
nies: rayon pulp from spruce wood at  Rfo och Domsjo AB., Ornsliolds- 
vili, sulphite pulp from spruce wood at  The Swedish Cellulose AB., 
Sundsvall, sulphate pulp from spruce and pine wood a t  Uddeholm 
AB., Slioghall, sulphite pulp from birch, aspen and alder wood at 110 
och Domsjo dB.  and bleached greaseproof pulp from birch wood at 
Billerud AB., Saffle. Largely the same types of chips were used (often 
from the saine tree) a t  the different laboratories so a s  to obtain the 
highest possible degree of uniformity. As the yield and quality of pulp 
may to a great extent depend on the stage of development of the rot, 
the test coolis must be considered a s  random sample studies as  regards 
the respective type of rot in a relatively intermediate stage of develop- 
ment. Coolis of decayed wood of apparently similar types, howexer, 
may sometimes yield quite different values, since i t  is usually difficult 
to judge by inspection the stage of development of the rot. The results 
may therefore be ascribed their greatest iinportance if they either 
disclose the harinlessness of the rot or reveal a marlied reduction in 
yield and impairment of the pulp prepared from it. 
Owing to the difficulty of always finding enough uniform rot \rood, 
and to the inevitable practical limitation of the number of test coolis, 
the results in several cases did not permit of broad-based conclusions 
and mere of limited w l u e  for statistical analyses. Reliance was there- 
fore placed largely on the clear indications provided by the test cooks 
of mixed sound and rot wood of various kinds. 
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Table 4. Wood analysis of spruce (Picea abies) chips for test cooking of rayon pulp. 
RoL fungus Visual tlccay type 
Firm-ligh t 
Firm-dark 
Soft-ligh t 
Soft-clarlc 
Soft-dark 
Firm-light 
Firm-dark 
Sfereurn sun- 
gui~zolentnm 
Fomes pini 
J l e r ~ ~ l i r ~ s  sp. 
Coniophoru 
olivucen 
drnzillnricc 
mellecr 
S t e r e ~ ~ m  sail- 
guinolenfum 
drmillnricl 
mellen 
- 
Yoluine 
n eight kg dry 
substance per 
m3 raw aood  
(Tappi 18-m) 
jound 
wood 
375 
413 
401 
456 
400 
417 
413 
 
De- 
cayed 
  TOO^ 
Lignin con- 
tent per cent 
(CCX 3) 
- 
ound 
sood 
De- 
cayed 
wood 
Extractives 
content per 
cent (CCX 2) 
De- 
cayed 
wood 
-- 
iu to-  
laves 
litre 
Remarks 
cf. Plate I 
cf. Tab. 9 
a.13 
cf. Tab. 9, 
Plate I 
cf. Fig. 1, 
Tab. 9 a.1 
cf. Tab. 9, 
Plate I 
cf. Tab. 1 3  
c f .  Tab. 13  
A. Prodnction of rayon pulp from decayed spruce wood. Mo och Domsjo 
AB. Research Laboratory 
Wood rnaferial 
For each decay type the chip samples were composed of sound and 
rot-damaged wood from the same trunk. The analytical data for the 
samples are given in Table 4. 
Method 
Most of the cooks were performed in 1.5 litre stainless steel rotating 
autoclaves, heated in  a polyglycol bath. Series of chip samples con- 
taining 0, 20 and 100 per cent of the various decay types were cooked 
to 4 viscosities. In two clases (Table 4) 10-litre rotating autoclaves were 
used. These were provided with 3 separate compartments to enable 
chip inixtures containing 0, 10 and 20 per cent of rot-damaged wood to 
be cooked siinultaneouslg. Unlike the 1.5 litre-autoclaves, the 10-litre 
cooks were made with gas relief at  5 kplcinz. Other conditions were as 
shown in Table 5. 
After cooking, the pulps were washed, dried and analyzed. Those 
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Table 5. Cooking conditions for production of rayon pulp from rot-damaged spruce (Picea 
abies) wood. 
Composition of cooking liquor: CaO g/l  
total SO, g'1 
Cooking liquor 'oven-dry wood 1 k g  
Chemical added, per cent of oven-dry wood, (:a0 
total SO, 
AIaximum temperature "C 
Maximum pressure 1~11 crn2 
Temperature schedule: 
1.5 litre 
autoclaves 
10  litre 
autoclaves 
20"-105° C 3 hours 
a t  105' C J ,, 
105°-1480 C 3 ,, 
a t  148' C to  reauired viscositv 
from the 1.5 litre cooks were bleached by the following sequence: 
chlorination, neutralization, chlorination, hot alkali extraction, hppo- 
chlorite. and chlorine dioxide. 
Reszzlfs 
The results of the most important analyses for the 1.5-litre coolis 
are given in Table 6;  only values interpolated for a viscosity of 40 cp 
have been included. The results of the 10-litre coolis and subsequent 
bleaching are given in  Table 7. In  this case, the rot attack was at a 
considerably earlier stage than those in the decayed wood used in the 
1.5-litre autoclaves. The effect of the decay on the yield of pulp, wood 
consunlption and alpha-cellulose content is presented graphically in 
Figs. 8 and 9. The effect of different rots on the sulphite cooking of 
spruce wood is shown in Table 8. 
The effect of each type of rot will be commented on separately, on 
the basis of the results of the test cooks. The comparison has been made 
consistently for 10-15 per cent of decayed wood by volume - a limit 
that is far above the average level under practical conditions. 
Sof t  dark rot, formed by Armillaria me l l ea  in the fully developed 
stage (Table 4) ,  caused a considerable drop in yield and increase in 
wood consumption by about 15 per cent. The percentage of alpha- 
cellulose in the p~zlp was unaffected, but the overall yield was greatly 
reduced. An increase in  the consumption of bleaching agent \%-as noted, 
while Ostrand's p-number was higher than for the corresponding sound 
wood. The brightness of the unbleached pulp dropped also (Plate 11), 
but by bleaching (in the 10-litre coolis) it could be brought up to the 
level for pulp prepared from sound wood. 
Table 6. Pulp yield, wood consnmption, and analytical data for unbleached rayon pulp from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of 
decayed wood of spruce (Picea ahies) and corresponding sound wood at the same trunk height. 1.5 litre autoclaves. All values interpolated 
to 48 cp viscosity. 
Mood consump- 
lion in EJ of raw 
nood per Lori 
ot 90 'XI pulp 
Alpha- 
ccllulosc 
per ccnt 
L\lpl~a- 
cellulose 
yield 
per ccnt 
p-number 
according 
to &&rand 
Urigllt~lcss 
(Hunter blue) 
per cent 
Pulp yicltl 
per cent 
v o -  
lurnc 
of 
tlecaj 
pcr 
ccnt 
Visual 
dccay typc Rot fungus - 
Hcl. 
mund 
wood 
- 
Itel. 
ound 
wood 
\ b s o  
l r l tc  W U " ~  
wood 
\bso- 
lute 
Zbso- liel. 
lute sound 
wood wood 
 of 1-lig111 I ~ i n a i r n r  sp 
Soft-dark 
Sol 1-darl, 
3 0 S C 0 3  0 3 = c 0 0  
- 0 1  r i m  r i m  r i m  
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VISUAL DECAY T Y P E  
R E L A T I V E  -- _ - A FIRM-DARK ( F o m e s p t n i l  
- - 
- - 
P U L P  100 - - - - - - - - - - - - -A FIRM-LIGHT (Sfereurn s a n g )   SOFT-DARK (Con iophora  o l i v o c e a )  
Y I E L D  % 
- 
9 0  
- 
-X SOFT-  DARK ( A r m i l l a r i a  r n 8 N e o )  
SOFT-  LIGHT ( M e r u l t u s  sp.1 
8 0  1 1 I I 
5 10 15 20 
VOLUME O F  DECAY % 
VOLUME OF DECAY % 
130 
R E L A T I V E  
WOOD 1 2 0 -  
CONSUMP- 
TION % 110 
IOO- 
DECAY O F  T H E  DESTRUCTIVE (BROWN) ROT T Y P E  
DECAY OF T H E  CORROSIVE (POCKET] ROT T Y P E  
- 
, X SOFT-DARK I A r m i l l o r i a  rne l leo)  
, 
SOFT-LIGHT ( M e r u l i u s  sp . )  
- SOFT-DARK ( C o n t o p h o r a  o l i v a r e a )  
FIRM -DARK (Fornes  p i n ,  1 
FIRM - LIGHT (S tereurn  s a n g  
I  I 1 I  
DECAY OF T H E  WHITE R O T  T Y P E  
0 5 0 15 20  
Fig. 8. Relative pulp y i e l d  (weight basis) and relative wood c o n s u m p t i o n  (volume b a s i s )  
in production o f  unbleached rayon pulp f rom mixtures of v a r i o u s  kinds and 
quantities of d e c a y e d  wood and c o r r e s p o n d i n g  sound w o o d  a t  the s a m e  trunk 
height of  Picea abies. V i s c o s i t y  40 cp. hIo och  D o m s j o  AB. R e s e a r c h  Lab. 
Rot wood a t  a n  earlier stage of decay development, studied in  the 
10-litre coolis, gave a considerably better result. Both unbleached and 
])leached yields dropped slightly but by no means a s  much as for the 
more advanced stages of decay (in the 1.5 litre-autoclaves). The con- 
suinption of wood was also the same as for sound wood, but Ostrand's 
perinnnganate number increased greatly. The values for the bleached 
pulp, however, were the same as for pulp prepared from the cor- 
responding sound wood. 
Soft dark rot, due to Coniophora olivacea,inixed with the correspond- 
ing sound wood, gave a considerably darker pulp than the sound wood. 
The yield, calculated a s  a percentage by weight, was slightly lower, as  
the decayed wood had to the same extent disappeared during the cook 
(cf. the high lignin content, Table 4) .  The wood consumption increased 
a s  did the permanganate number (by about 10 per cent).  The yield of 
\. SOFT-DARK (Con iopho ro  o/!vaceo) 
I I I 1 
0 5 10 15 2 0  
VOLUME OF DECAY % 
DECAY OF THE DESTRUCTIVE (BROWN) ROT TYPE 
CECAY OF THE CORROSIVE (POCKET) ROT TYPE 
- - - - -  DECAY OF THE WHITE ROT TYPE 
Fig. 9. Relative alpha-cellulose content in production of unbleachecl rayon pulp from 
mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed wood in corresponding sound 
wood a t  the  same trunk height of Piceu abies. Viscosity 40 cp. Rlo och Dornsjo 
AB. Research Lab. 
alpha-cellulose dropped allnost as inuch as for the mixture with 
Armillaria-rot, and the brightness also diminished greatly. 
Soft light rot, due to a M e r ~ r l i ~ ~ s  species, greatly reduced the yield 
and raised the consumption of wood (10-15 per cent) and the per- 
inanganate number. The yield of alpha-cellulose was the lowest ob- 
tained for all the types of decay examined. The brightness was also 
lom-er. 
In practice there seems to be no difference between the soft dark 
and the soft light rot, both being of the destructire rot type with a 
greally reduced cellulose and increased lignin content of the ~ o o d  
(Table 4 ) .  
Firm dark rot, due to Fomes pini, gave rise to an  at first sight 
inexplicable increase in  pulp yield, while the wood consumption was 
practically the same as for the corresponding sound wood. Ho\s.e.i.er, 
 lien it is born in mind that the yield is calculated on the basis of 
the percentage weight and that  the fungus in this rot (white pocket 
rot) consumes also the lignin (Table 4 ) ,  the explanation is self-evident. 
For the same reason, the alpha-cellulose yield was greater than for the 
corresponding so~und wood, i n  spite of the drop in  alpha-cellulose 
content. The perinanganate number was slightly higher but the colour 
of the pulp was hardly affected by the presence of this rot (Plate 11). 
Firm light rot, due to Stereum sanyuii~olenfum a t  a relatively early 
stage of development, gave about the same yield of pulp in per cent by 
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Table 8. Change (increase +, reduction -) of pulp yield, wood consumption, alpha- cellu- 
lose yield, requirement of chemicals (Ostrands p-number) and brightness for unbleached 
rayon pulp from admixtures of 20 per cent volume of decayed wood with corresponding 
sound wood at the same trunk height of spruce (Picea abies) compared with pulp from 
100 per cent of sound wood. Viscosity 40 ep. 
Stereurn sang-  
~ ~ i n o l e n t u m  
Fomes p in i  
J l e ru l iu s  sp. 
Corziopl~ora 
oliuacca 
Armil lar ia  
mellea 
weight as the corresponding sound n7ood; the wood coilsuinption TYas 
also the same. This may be due to the fact that the rot fungus had still 
not attacked the wood severely. The alpha-cellulose content and yield 
were unaffected by the rot. On the other hand the permangallate 
number was re~narliably high, indicating a greater consumption of 
bleaching agent. The brightness, howxer ,  was unnffected by this type 
of rot up to 20 per cent mixture ( c f .  Table 11). 
The mixture of 20 per cent of wood affected by this type of rot in a 
.;till earlier stage of development, examined i n  the 10-litre autoclaves, 
resulted in no changes in any respect. 
11 number 
according 
to 
Ostrand 
yisual decay 
t\ pe 
B. Production of sdphite pulp from decayed spruce wood. The Swedish 
Cellulose AB. Research Laboratory 
nr'B1ltness Pulp ) ~ e l d  per cent Rot  fungus 
0 
0 
Wood material 
+ 2 3  
+ i  
- ; -  2 
7 3 
The test material consisted of knot- and bark-free chips from various 
types of rot-damaged wood. Xdinixtures of 10, 20 and 50 per cent by 
~ o l u n i e  of decayed wood to the corresponding sound n-ere used (Table 
9), Except in the case of firm light rot the material was the same as 
that used for malting rayon pulp (Table 4) .  The firm light rot had 
heen caused by the same fungus but at  a slightly later stage of develop- 
ment. 
, " 0  pulp 
\T'ood con 
sumption 
in f 3  
of ran 
mood per 
ton of 90 
S o  influencr 
~, 
$20 
= \ l p l ~ -  
cellulose 
: ~ e l d  cent per 
-14 , 4-10 , Impaired 
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Table 9. Volume weight - expressed in kg dry substance per m3 raw wood - of spruce 
chips attacked by various rot fungi mixed with chips of corresponding sound wood for test 
cooking of salphite pulp. 
l to t  fungus 
Firill-dark 
Firm-clarli 
Soft-light 
Sof 1-clarli 
Solt-(lark 
I<g d r j  substance per 1113 
r a v  vood 
Yolume of rot  per cent 
c f .  Plate I 
c t .  Tab. 4 a. 13 
Plate I 
c f .  Tab. 4 a. 13  
Plate I 
c f .  Tab. 4 a. 13 
Plate I 
c f .  Tah 4, 
Plate I 
Method 
The cooking was perfornled in 400 in1 autoclaves under the following 
conditions. 
Cooking schedule : 
50"-100" C 6 hours 
100"-110" C 2 )> 
?10°-1283C 3 )> 
At 128" C For a varied period 
iyood-to-liquor ratio 1 : 4.0 
Xill cooking liquor: total SO? 6.2 percent 
hound SO2 1.3 )> 
After cooking the pulps n-ere defiberized for 2 minutes. Thc screening 
was performed in  the W e n n b e r ~  laboratory screen x i t h  a slit width 
of 0.2 mm. The water was recirculated to aloid any loss of fibres, and 
thus the screened pulp contained all the fines. This procedure was used 
in  order to obtain exact yield figures. It  differs from that in  the mills 
\\here the loss of fibers on the filter is appreciable. In many cases fiber 
fractionation is practiced (Schibbye screening) and the fiber loss may 
exceed 3 per cent. 
Results 
If the results of the test cooks - carried out at  chlorine numbers 
varied between appr. 2 and 10 for each decay type - are interpolated 
lo a chlorine number of 5 or 6, the pulp yield and quality values arc 
obtained as illustrated in Table 10 and Figs. 10-11. 
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Table 10. Pulp yield, wood consumption and brightness in production of unbleached non- 
fibre-sorted sulphite pulp from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed wood 
of spruce and corresponding m.und wood at the same height in the trunks. The chlorine 
number - interpolated from Ostrand's p-number - as near 5 as possible. Cf. Figs. 
10 and 11. 
Visual 
decay 
type 
Firm- 
dark 
E r n -  
dark 
Sof 1- 
light 
Soft- 
dark 
Solt- 
dark 
Pulp yield 
per cent v o -  
lume 
of rot 
Per 
cent 
,1110- 
rinc 
.1UIlI- 
ber 
Pres- 
sure 
time 
hr 
- 
f 3  per 
ton of 
90 70  
pulp 
- 
I55  
160 
165 
174 
145 
150 
157 
173 
159 
I70 
183 
276 
139 
152 
161 
221 
163 
I74 
154 
235 
3right 
ness 
ler cen 
G.E. 
- 
69.5 
57.6 
59.9 
48.7 
65.1 
61.6 
65.0 
61.1 
66.5 
63.9 
61.6 
57.8 
68.9 
64.6 
63.0 
52.0 
64.5 
57.6 
48.5 
37.5 
LTisco- 
sity 
Cl' 
m3 of raw 
rood per ton 
f 90 O/, pulp 
- 
Rot fuug~is 
111 a test series the various types of pulps were mixed in  such propor- 
lions as to proyide a pulp with chlorine number 6. These pulps were 
used for beating according to LarnpPn and dirt count. The results are 
given in  Table 11. 
From Tables 10-12 and Figs. 10--11 the following conclusions may 
be drawn. The comparison was made consistently with a 10 per cent 
mixture by ~ o l u m e  of decayed wood, this being a reliable upper margin 
for the rot mixture in practice. 
Soft dark rot, caused by ,4r1trilluria nzeilea in  the fully developed 
stage (Plate I )  resulted in  a considerable reduction i n  the pulp yield 
and a n  S per cent increase in wood consumption. The screen reject 
count increased by quite a large amount and the colour of the un- 
bleached pulp deteriorated considerably. On the other hand, the addi- 
tion of 10 per cent of this rot did not appreciably reduce the strength 
of the pulp. 
Sojt dark rot, due lo Coniophora oliurtcect, caused a considerable drop 
in yield and so great an  increase in  wood consumption that i t  is prob- 
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VISUAL DECAY TYPE 
-4 FIRM-DARK (Fumes p h i )  
PULP 
- 
- * SOFT- DARK ( A r m i l l a r i a  rnell60 ) 
YIELD 4 5 -  
IN 
WEIGHT 40-  
SOFT-LIGHT (Meru l ius  sp,) 
% SOFT-DARK (Coniophoro o l i vo rea)  
35- 0 
I 1 1 
10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  
VOLUME OF DECAY % 
WOOD SOFT-LIGHT (Merul ius sp  I 
CONSUMP- 7 - SOFT- DARK ( A r m i l l o r i u  mel leu)  
TlON 
m 3  6 -  SOFT- DARK (Coniophoro ohvoceo) 
FIRM-DARK (Stereurn sanguioo/enfum) 
FIRM-DARK (Fumes p;ni) 
- I I I I 
0 10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  
VOLUME OF DECAY % 
DECAY OF THE DESTRUCTIVE (BROWN) ROT TYPE 
DECAY OF T H E  CORROSIVE (POCKET) ROT TYPE 
- - - - - DECAY OF T H E  WHITE ROT T Y P E  
Fig. 10. Pulp yield (weight per cent of corrcsponcling sound -wood) and wood consumption 
(1n3 of raw wood per ton of 90 % pulp) in production of unbleached sulphite paper 
pulp from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed wood in correspond- 
ing sound wood a t  the same trunk height of Picea ubies. Chlorine number 6. The 
Svedish Cellulose AR. Research Lab. 
VISUAL DECAY TYPE 
BRIGHT - 
-A FIRM-DARK (Fomes pin,) 
5 0  SOFT-LIGHT (Merul ius sp.1 
% - . -- SOFT-DARK (Coniophoro o l ivoceo) 
. 
4 0  . _ 
- A FIRM - DARK (Stereurn sanguinulsnfurn) 
' - X SOFT-DARK ( A r m i l l a r i a  me l lea )  
I I I I J 
0 10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  
VOLUME OF DECAY % 
DECAY OF THE DESTRUCTIVE (BROWN) ROT TYPE 
DECAY OF THE CORROSIVE (POCKET) ROT TYPE 
- - - - -  DECAY OF T H E  WHITE ROT TYPE 
Fig. 11. Brightness (per cent G.E.) in production of unbleached sulphite paper pulp from 
mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed wood in corresponding sound 
wood a t  the same trunk height of P icea  abies. Chlorine number 6. The Swedish 
Cellulose AB. Research Lab. 
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Table 11. Dirt count and strength tests conducted at a chlorine number of about 6 of un- 
bleached sulphite paper pulp made from mixtures of various kinds and amounts of decayed 
spruce wood (Picea abies) and the corresponding sound wood at the same trunk height. 
Dirt Strength tests 
Specks 
lumber 
per 100 
g pull) 
Visual 
decay 
type 
Firm- 
dark 
Firm- 
dark 
Soft- 
light 
Soft- 
dark 
Breakin! 
length 
3ealing (accor- 
lunlber cling to  
Schop- 
per) km 
Tcar 
factor 
(accor- 
cling to  
Brecht- 
Imset) 
gcm,cm 
74 
G 7 
70 
7 7 
63 
64 
5 8 
78  
74 
60 
59 
53 
70 
70 
66 
7 1 
70 
50 
65 
Yo- 
lume 
of rot  
per 
cent 
Screen 
rejects 
number 
per 100 
g pulp 
Burs tin$ 
strength 
31ulle11- 
test) per 
cent 
Rot fungus Doubl 
fold 
numbf 
Sterenrn 
sanyrli- 
nolentum 
Fomes 
p i n i  
JIerrzliiis sp. 
Coriiophorn 
olioctcetr 
I~~mi l l cw ic t  
~nellec! 
Sofi- 1 dark 1 
able that inost of the decayed wood was dissolved during the cook. 
The brightness and screen reject count were therefore not affected 
as much as would be expected, nor x a s  the qtrength of the pulp. 
So f t  light rot ,  due to a species of Jlerulius,  mixed with the corre- 
sponding sound vood,  gave a considerably low-er pulp yield than the 
corresponding sound ~ ~ o o d ,  and the vood consu~nption was about 5 
per cent higher. The screen reject count increased considerably, 
although not as  much as expected. Since the soft light rot, like the 
dark type, was a typical destructive (brown) rot, the effect may 
reasonably be ascribed to the consumption of a considerable portion 
of the decayed wood in the cook. As a consequence there was little 
change in colour or strength of the pulp. 
F i r m  dark  rot,  due to Fonles pini, caused a reduction of about 5 per 
cent in the yield and ahoat the same increase i n  wood consumption. 
The screen reject count was increased by a fairly large amount, 
whereas neither colour nor strength v a s  affected appreciably. 
Firm dark  rot ,  due to S tereum snngrrirzolentrzrn in a typical top rot 
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Table 12. Change (increase +, reduction -) of pulp yield, wood consumption, brightness, 
impurities and strength in production of unbleached sulphite paper pulp from admixtuxes 
of 10 per cent by volume of decayed spruce w-ood (Picea abies) to corresponding sound 
wood at the same trunk height. Chlorine n u d e r  4. Cf. Tables BO and 11, Figs. 10 and 11. 
Yisuz 
decaj 
type 
Firm- 
darli 
Firm- 
clarli 
Soft- 
light 
Soft- 
dark 
Soft- 
clarlc 
Hot fuugus 
Slereum 
sanguino- 
lentum 
Fomes 
pini 
Mernlius 
SP. 
Coniophora 
olivacea 
ilrmillariu 
mellea 
Pulp 
j-ield 
per 
cent 
\Yood 
con- 
sump- 
tion in 
3 of r a v  
iood pe 
ton of 
90 % 
pulp 
-13.0 
+5.0 
t 6 . S  
--9.1 
- 7.i 
Briglit- 
ness 
per  
cent 
G.E. 
-- 
-.-i.O 
-0.5 
--2.0 
-2.0 
-6.0 
rcjects Be 
n u n -  
at- Breal, 
ing ing 
num- length 
ber l i ~ n  
Tear 
act01 
gcni 
C l l l  
- 
-2 
-6 
---i 
-1 
-1 
Burst- 
ing 
,Lrcng 11 
1"' 
cent 
i n  the intermediate stage of development (Plate I ) ,  resulted in a reduc- 
tion in the pulp yield and an  increase in ~ o o d  consunlption of about 
3 per cent. The brightness was considerably lower but the strength 
practically unchanged. 
6.  Production of sulphate pulp from decayed pine and spruce wood. 
Uddeholm AB. Research Laboratory 
W o o d  material 
For the preparation of the sulphate pulp, chips of the same type as 
in the test coolis of rayon and sulphite pulps were used (Tables 4 and 
9 ) .  The types of rot and the proportions of rot-damaged vood are 
given in Table 13, with the data on the volume weight, lignin, ant1 
pentosan content of the material. 
Method 
-- 
Doub- 
Ic Iold 
11u111- 
ber 
- 
-400 
f-200 
-700 
-300 
-650 
 
In the test coolts the same procedure was used as in the earlier 
examination of decayed wood with Fornes crnnosz~s ( B J O H K M . ~  e t  ( ! I . ,  
1949, pp 39-49). 
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Table 13. Wood analysis of spruce (Picea nbies) and pine (Hiicrrs silvestris) chips for 
test cooking of suaphate pulp. 
.ignin content 
(CCX 5) 
per cent 
Pcntosau 
content 
per cent 
;olume n-eight 
k g  dry suh- 
stance per 1x13 
raw ~ o o d  
(Tappi 18-1111 
Visual 
decay 
Lypc 
Rot funaus Remarks 
c/. Tab. 4 
c f .  Tab. 4 a.  
c f .  Plate J 
c / .  Tab. 4 
c f .  Tab. 4 
21.9, Plate 
c f .  Tab. 4 
a.9, Fig. 1 
c f .  Plate I 
 
De- 
cayed 
mood 
-- 
375 
286 
331 
439 
291 
341 
315 
- 
- 
De- 
ca j  ed 
\ ~ o o d  
De- 
caged 
\\ooCl 
- 
.;ountl 
\\ ood 
Sfererzm snn-  
y u i i ~ o l e n t u m  
Fornes pirli 
Pomes  p i n i  
,irmillaricc 
~ n e l l e a  
3lerrllirzs sp. 
Coriiophorct 
olioncen 
Corziophora 
frzsispora 
Firni- 
light 
Firm- 
darlr 
Firm- 
darlc 
Firni- 
darlr 
Soft- 
light 
Soft- 
dark 
Soft- 
dark 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
spruce 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
Reszzlts 
The results of the tcst coolis are given in Table 14 and Fig. 12. Fig. 12 
shows, as for the test cooks of Foines annoszzs wood, a linear reln- 
tionship between the proportion of decayed wood and the yield. The 
severity of the rot attack is represented by the slope of the lines. The 
45" line in the diagram indicates complete dissolution of the rot wood. 
The soft light and the soft dark rots closely approach this line for both 
pine and spruce. The light type seems to be as harmful as the darlc 
one. Both dark and, especially, light firm rot and Almil lar ia  rot, which 
in  this case was i n  an  early stage of development, were practically 
harmless, at  least in the 10 per cent niixture i c f .  Table 4, 10-litre auto- 
chi-es) . 
Bleaching tests .  -- After the cooking, the pulps containing 20 per 
cent decayed wood of different types were bleached and compared with 
pulps prepared from the corresponding sound wood. In all cases 100 
g of unbleached pulp Tvas used with a chlorine number as near 3 as 
possible. 
Pre-bleaching : 
1st stage, hypochlorite (per cent C1 = chlorine number) 
2nd stage, chlorine water, 3 per cent C1 
3rd stage, alkali extraction, 2.5 per cent KaOH 
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Table. 14. Pulp yield of sulphate pulp made of mixtures of various kinds and quantities of 
decayed wood of spruce (Picea abies) and pine (Pinus silvestris) and corresponding sound 
wood at the same trunk height, and requirement of alkali (g NaOH per kg wood) at con- 
stant time of cooking, and reduction of pulp yield in comparison with the yield of corres- 
ponding sound wood. 
Visual 
decay 
type 
Firm- 
light 
Firm- 
dark 
Firm- 
dark 
Firm- 
dark 
Soft- 
light 
Sof t -  
dark 
Soft- 
dark 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
spruce 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
Rot  fungus 
Stereum sanguino- 
lentum 
Fomes pini 
Fomes pini 
Merulius sp. 
Coniophora 
olivacea 
Conioplzoru 
fusispora 
;olume 
f decay 
er cent 
Pulp yield 
- 
er cenl lig per 
1 1 3 ~ 0 0 ~  
199 
197 
193 
185 
201 
196 
192 
178 
191 
184 
178 
I56  
196 
195 
195 
191 
181 
171 
156 
112 
219 
201 
187 
136 
216 
197 
178 
114 
Active a1 
kali g 
NaOH 
per kg  
\ Y O O C ~  
leductior 
of pulp 
yield per 
cent, rel. 
sound 
wood 
Final bleaching : 
The pulp was divided into 3 equal parts, which were bleached as 
follo\~s :
A. 1.5 per cent chlorine as hypochlorite, 0.5 per cent NaOH, 3.5 
hours at  40" C 
B. 2.5 per cent chlorine as hypochlorite, 1.0 per cent NaOH, 5 hours 
at 45. C 
C. 1. As A 
2. 0.5 per cent NaOH, 1 hour at 60' C 
3. 1.0 per cent CI-NaClO, (chlorite), 4 hours at 60" C 
All pulps were washed, treated with 1 per cent sulphur dioxide for 
30 minutes at  20' C, washed again and formed into sheets. For all the 
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Fig. 12. Relative pulp yield ( ~ ~ e i g l l t  per cent of corresponding sound voocl) in production 
of unbleached sulphate paper pulp from mixtures of various liinds and quantities 
of decayed wood in corresponding sound wood a t  t he  same trunk height of Picen 
d i e s  and P i n u s  siluestris, respectively. Udclcl~olm AB. Research Lab. 
100 
stages of treatment and washing in the final bleaching, distilled n-ater 
was used. The results of the comparison are given in Table 15. 
For the 20 per cent mixtures used for the bleaching tests no statisti- 
cally significant effect was found with respect to either viscosity or 
- 
brightness. Even when bleacl~ings A and B are combined there is no  
significant difference between the rot-darnaged and sound woods. 
Strength  tests .  - For this purpose pulps 7%-ith a chlorine number as  
near 5 as  possible were chosen from the cooking series. In some cases 
new cooks had to be performed specially for the strength tests. The 
test was carried out according to Swedish Standard hlethod CCA 17 by 
beating i n  a Lampkn mill to between 40" and 50" SR. Table 16 gives 
the breaking length, the tear factor and the bursting strength for 
different types of rot and proportions of rot in  corresponding sound 
wood. 
To examine the reproducibility of the method, a n  additional series 
of cooks (10 autoc la~es  for each series) with absolutely sound spruce 
wood was carried out under the same conditions as the test coolis, 
and the samples were subjected to all the tests used as a basis of 
assessment. The melans and range of variation were calculated, the 
latter as  the standard de~~ia t ion .  In addition the confidence limits v e r e  
determined for the 90 per cent probability of being able to distinguish 
hetween two separate samples. This requirement was satisfied if the 
VISUAL DECAY TYPE 
RELATIVE 
9 0  
PULP 
YIELD % 
8 0  
7 0  
60 
50- 
- - - % FIRM-DARK (Armiliarl 'a meilea) IN SPRUCE 
- 
FIRM-LIGHT (Stefeum §ang) IN  SPRUCE 
- P FIRM-DARK (Fomes p h i )  IN  PINE 
- \ FIRM-DARK (Fomes pl'ni) I N  SPRUCE 
- 
SOFT- LIGHT (Meruiius s p )  I N  SPRUCE 
- LINE FOR TOTAL DEC SOFT- DARK (Coniophoro oi~voceol IN SPRUCE 
SOFT- DARK (Coniophoro fusispora) IN  PINE 
0 10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  
VOLUME OF DECAY % 
DECAY OF THE DESTRUCTIVE (BROWN) ROT TYPE 
DECAY OF THE CORROSIVE (POCKET) ROT TYPE 
- - - - - -  DECAY OF THE WHITE ROT TYPE 
Table 15. Viscosity and brightness of bleached sulphate pnlp of spruce (Picea abies) 
and pine (Pirtus silvestris) wood at different types of final bleaching. Admixtures of 20 
per cent volume of decayed wood to corresponding sound wood. Chlorine number 5. 
Firm-light 
Firm-dark 
Firm-dark 
Firm-dark 
Sof t-light 
Soft-dark 
Soft-dark 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
sprucc 
spruce 
sprucc 
pine 
Rot  fungus 
Stererzm snrzgu 
nolenturn 
Fomes  p in i  
Fomes p  irli 
d r ~ n i l l u r i u  
mellecc 
J l e r i i l i~ i s  sp. 
Coniophoru 
o l i u a v a  
Coniophora 
f m : s p o r n  
Bright 
ness 
per 
cent 
G.E. 
kina1 bleaching 
R i ~ g h t  
\ ISCO- ness 
,ity cp per 
cent 
G.C. 
I I Bright  
\.isco- neSS 
,ity cp per cent 
G.E. 
values varied by ? 2.6 0. Within these limits the probability was in 
fact greater than that given above, since the tests were nsually included 
in a series in which the only difference was a greater proportion of 
decayed svood, or, conversely if the probability was kept constant the 
limits could be made narroxer. 
As Table 17 shows, it  was o n l ~  in exceptional cases that the inclusion 
of decayed mood resulted in a statistically significant reduction in 
strength at the 90 per cent level of confidence. As pointed out above, 
the limilts may be narrower in this case since for each type of rot the 
experimental material consisted of 4 samples containing different 
proportions of decayed wood. The earlier impression provided by the 
findings for F o m e s  unnosus  rot ( B J O R I ~ ~ I A N  e t  al., 1949) was thus 
confirmed, namely that the strength is hardly affected by the inclusion 
of sinall amounts of decayed mood. This might appear strange in 
view of the fact that the cellulose from such wood was more or less 
decomposed, as was evident from, for instance, the viscosity and fibre 
length ( c f .  Fornes anzzosus, loc. c i t . ) .  As mentioned above, however, the 
explanation probably lies in the fact that  i n  some cases the yield of 
cellulose from the decayed mood was extremely low. In the case of soft 
dark rot, which for the 50 per cent mixture gave only 53 per cent of 
the yield of sound wood, the amount of cellulose derived from the 
decayed wood was only about 5 per cent. As regards the fibre loss in 
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Tahle 16. Strength tests after beating in a Lampen mill to a beating degree of 40'-58' SR 
of sulphate pulp from spruce (Picea abies) and pine (Pinus silvestris) wood with adwix- 
tures of decayed wood (0 per cent and 10 per cent together, and 20 per cent and 58 per 
cent together, respectively). 
Visual decay 
t j  pe 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
spruce 
spruce 
spruce 
pine 
Rot fuugus 
Stereurn salzgui l~o-  
l en tum 
Fomes p in i  
Fornes p in i  
Armi l l a r ia  ~ n e l l e a  
J l e r ~ z l i u s  p. 
Coniopho lx  olir~aceu 
Conioplzorn f mi-  
spora 
r'oluilie o 
rot per 
cent 
rear lac- 
tor (ac- 
orclinq l o  
Brecht- 
Irnsct 
gcm,crn 
Uursting 
streiigtli 
(Mullell- 
test) per 
cent 
277 
244 
232 
210 
248 
238 
252 
239 
262 
258 
250 
238 
232 
224 
sheet formation, the ainount in the paper produced of the pulp was 
probably still lom-er. It  is consequently not so strange that  no statisti- 
cally significant effect on the strength mas noted even in  this case, in 
;pite of the extremely selere attack by this fungus. The risk of a lo-ner 
quality of the paper is probably greater for a rot of the type that  gives 
a higher pulp yield and  sher re the fungus has only begun its destructive 
activity on the cellulose with a reduction in  the degree of polymeriza- 
tion (viscosity) as  a consequence. In both cases the reduction in volume 
yield and the increase in the consumption of chemicals in the cooking 
remain the most serious effect of including decayed nood.  
A more reliable assessment of the effect of a large proportion of 
decayed wood may be obtained from the experimental findings by 
combining the t ~ v o  highest proportions 20 and 50 per cent, considering 
this as  the mean of a duplicate sample and comparing i t  with the 
corresponding mean for 0 and 10 per cent samples. The confidence 
limits i n  this duplication of the nuinher of specimens can then be 
narrowed to 1.8 times the 0-value in  Table 1 7  against 2.6 for the 
comparison of single specimens. The results of such a calculation are 
shown in  Table 16. It is seen that even with the narrowed confidence 
limits there was a statistically significant reduction in  the strength in 
only 3 cases, namely in b r e a l h g  length for soft light rot, and in  
bursting strength (hIullen) for firm dark rot and for firm light rot. 
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Table 17. Means, standard deviations, and confidence limits of strength tests of experimental 
cooks of sulphate pulp of sound wood of spruce (Picea abies). Number of cooks 10. Chlori- 
ne number 5. Beating, 40'-50' SR. Viscosity and brightness determined on bleached pulp. 
Confidence 
limit 2.6 x 0 
in per cent 
of mean 
.Inalysis 
Pulp yield 
Chlorine number 
Viscosity 
Brightness 
Breaking length 
Tear factor 
Bursting strength 
The latter two are types of decayed wood that provide a relatively 
high yield, that is to say, they may be expected to be included in the 
paper to an  appreciable extent. It should be observed, however, that 
in all the cases examined both bursting strength (h9ullen) and tear 
factor were lower for the higher proportion of decayed wood; this is 
convincing proof that  the rot-damaged wood usually reduces the 
strength of paper. 
D. Production of sulphite pulp from decayed or stained birch 
(Betula verrucosa), aspen (Populus tremula) and alder 
(Alnus glutinosa) wood. Mo och Domsjo AB. Research Laboratory 
\lean 
47.67 
4.37 
17.87 
84.68 
11.5 
319.7 
243.0 
W o o d  material  
Chips of eight sanlples of birch, aspen and alder wood ve re  mixed 
with the corresponding sound wood in the proportions 20 and 50 
per cent per volume. Data for the test material are given in Table 18. 
The soft light rot in aspen and the soft darli rol, caused by A ~ m i l l a r i a  
mellea,  in birch were in a far advanced stage. The wood affected by 
Diaporthe aristata consisted of approximately equal parts of dark 
slairied wood and soft rot associated with this dark coloured wood. The 
"firm red" wood consisted of a fairly darli variant of the so-called red 
heartwood of birch, in which there was no rot. Cf .  Plate 11. 
Xethod  
The sulphite cooks n-ere performed in  rotating electrically heated 10- 
litre autoclaves. These were provided with small containers d i ~ i d e d  
Standard deviation 
in the same 
unit as mean 
0.12 
0.07 
0.31 
1.35 
0.28 
15.2 
6.7 
in per cent 
of mean 
0.25 
1.60 
3.95 
1.62 
2.5 
4.8 
2.8 
Table 18. Wood analvsis of birch (Betula verrucosa), aspen (Populus tremula), and alder (Alnus &hnosa) chips for test 
. . 
cooking of sul&ite pulp. 
Visual 
dccay or 
stain type 
Firm-dark 
Firm-dark 
Soft-dark 
(advanced) 
Soft-dark 
Solt-dark 
Soft-light 
Sof t-light 
(very ad- 
vanced) 
Firm- red 
(red hcart- 
wood) 
(stain) 
Wood 
Rirch 
Aspen 
Rirch 
Uircli 
Alder 
Tlirch 
Aspcn 
Birch 
Pol;yporns rudiatus 
Pomes igniarios 
Volurnc weight 
bg dry substanc 
pcr mQaw woo( 
('Sappi 18-in) 
Lignin content Penlosan content 
pcr ten( per rent 
(CCA 5) ( C C h  24) 
Sou11tl 
wound 
524 
367 
539 
- 
- 
4G3 
399 
523 
 
r>ecay 
or 
staiile 
wood 
- 
508 
331 
194 
461 
358 
205 
160 
530 
1)ec:lyed IJecaycc 
Sound or Sound or 
wood stained wood sh ined  
\\ood wood 
Extractives con- 
tent pcr ccnt 
DMC- -ethanol 
per cent 
Sound 
wood 
IJecaye~ 
or 
stained 
wood 
c f .  
Plate I 
cf. Fig. 
c f  
Fig. 4, 
Plate I 
4 .  
Plate I 
c l  
Fig. 5 
Plale I 
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into three compartnients, v-hich enabled three chip mixtures containing 
0, 20 and 50 per cent of attacked wood to be cooked simultaneously 
under identical conditions as regards cooking time, quantity of 
chemicals added, temperature and pressure. 
The coolis were made with liquors containing 1.2 per cent of calcium 
oxide and 6.0 per cent of sulphur dioxide. The quantities of chemicals 
added, based on the dry \wight of the wood, v e r e  4.2 per cent of 
calcium oxide and 21.0 percent of sulphur dioxide. The wood-to-liquor 
rnlio was 1: 4.5. The maximum cooking temperature was 135" C and 
the pressure 5.5 kp/cm? In the cases i n  which the wood was rot-free 
the birch and alder pulps were cooked to a chlorine number in the 
range 3.5-5.5;  for the aspen pulps the corresponding range was 
2.5-3.0. 
The samples of washed and screened pulps were dried, and subjected 
lo beating in  the L a m p h  mill. Sheets were made according to Swedish 
Standard Methods, and finally subjected to strength tests in  the un- 
bleached state. 
Bleaching tests were performed v i t h  all the birch and aspen pulps 
to determine the chemical consumption and brightness. The bleaching 
process was performed by the following sequence: chlorination, alkali 
extraction, hypochlorite treatment, chlorine dioxide treatment, sulphur 
dioxide washing. 
Results 
Tables 19-21 give the results of Lhe most important analyses with 
respect to yield, consumption of chemicals, brightness and strength. 
Figs. 13-15 show the effect of rot damage on pulp yield, wood 
consumption and degree of cooking (Roe's chlorine number). 
An increase in  chlorine number reflects a greater consumption of 
chemicals in  the bleaching of the pulp, as is illustrated by the corre- 
sponding values of the chlorine number, chlorine consumption and 
brightness given in  Tables 19 and 21. In the latter table the test results 
are given in  a greatly abridged form. 
From Tables 19-21 and Figs. 13 and 14 the following tendencies 
can be seen despite the limited test material. The comparison was 
made consistently for the 20 per cent mixture of decayed or stained 
mood - a reliable upper margin for such a mixture that can occur in 
broad-leafed trees and which may be comparable with approximately 
a 10 per cent margin for conifers ( c f .  Table 12 and Fig. 9) .  
So f t  light rot  in birch, caused by Fomes ignicrrius, in  a fairly 
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Table 20. Strength tests after beating of sulphite pulps of birch (Betula verrucosn) 
and aspen (Populus tremula) wood with admixtures of decayed or stained wood to corres- 
ponding sound wood. 
'ikual 
lecay or 
stain 
Firm- Birch Fornes 
1x1 1 1 igniarius 
r n -  Aspen Fomes 
dark 1 / igniarius 
Soft- Birch drmillaricc 
dad< 1 1 rnriisa 
light igniarius 
light igrziarius 
i m -  1 Birch, 
red 
(stain) 
;olume 
f decay 
)r stain 
e r  cent I lutions 
)egreeof 
)eating 
oSR 
3realrin~ 
length 
(accor- 
ding to 
Schop- 
per) km 
Beating 
number 
of revo- 
rear fac 
tor (ac- 
cording 
to  El- 
nendorf 
Burs L 
factor 
Mullen- 
test) 
advanced stage gave a higher pulp yield but also a higher consumption 
of wood than the sound wood Prom the same tree. The chlorine con- 
sumption increased with the proportion of decayed wood. As the 
strength test on the pulps had to be performed a t  different degrees of 
beating - evidently because the beating properties were depending 
on the percentage of decayed wood present - no clear effect on the 
strength could be demonstrated. 
As to so f t  l ight  ro t  in aspen,  caused by Forlzes igniarius, in an  
advanced stage (Table 18), for a given cooking time the yield was 
lower and the wood consumption much greater than for the sound 
wood from the same tree. The decaying process was evidently so far 
advanced that the cellulose had already been extensively consumed by 
the fungus. Moreover, this rot, like the same type in  birch, increased 
considerably the degree of cooking (chlorine number) and consumption 
of bleaching agents. It had little effect on the strength of the pulp but 
facilitated the beating. The brightness of the bleached pulp was not 
affected. 
USE O F  DECAYED TVOOD FOR PULPING PURPOSES 
VISUAL DECAY TYPE 
- 
i I I I I J 
0 10 2 0  7 C  4 0  50 
VCLUME C F  LECAYED OR STAINED WOOD % 
- - - -  DECAY CF THE b%HITE RCT TYPE 
...... - - -  STAINED WOOD WITHOUT ROT 
(Fomes ign lor ius)  IN BIRCH 
(Arml' l lor io mel leo)  IN BlRCH 
(Polyporus rad io fus )  IN  ALDER 
IFomes i 'gn~or tus)  IN ASPEN 
(Fomes igntor lus)  IN BlRCH 
(Dtopor the o r i s to to )  IN BIRCH 
(RED HEARTWOOD) IN BIRCH 
F o m e s  ~gn io r i us )  IN ASPEN 
-VERY ADVANCED 
Fig. 13. Relative pulp yield (weight basis) in production of bleached salphite paper pulp 
from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed or stained viood in 
corresponding sound wood a t  the same trunk height of Betuln uerrucosa, Populus 
iremula and d l n m  glufi~,oscr, respectively. 110 och Domsjo AB. Research Lah. 
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Fig. 14. Relative wood consumption (volume basis) in production of bleached sulphitc 
paper pulp from mixtures of .r-arious kinds and quantities of decayed or stained 
wood in corresponding sound wood a t  the  same trunk height of Betula uerrucosa, 
Poprllus tremula and d lnus  glufinoscr, respectively. 1\10 och Domsjo AB. Rese- 
arch Lab. 
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Fig. 15. Relative change in the  chlorine number (degree of cooliing, consumption of bleach- 
ing reagent) a t  constant time of coolting in production of bleached sulphite paper 
pulp from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed or stained wood in 
corresponding sound wood a t  the same trunk height of Betulu uerrucosa, Populus 
tremula and dlnus  glutinosa, respectively. Blo och Domsjo AB. Research Lab. 
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Soft dark rot in birch, caused by Armillaria mellea, increased 
considerably the consumption of wood over that  required by the corre- 
sponding sound wood. The presence of such rot caused a much higher 
consumption of chlorine in  the bleaching of the pulp. It  was nort 
established whether the brightness of the bleached pulp was affected. 
On the other hand, there mas a marked reduction in  the strength when 
Armillaria rot was added. 
Soft dark rot in birch, caused by Diaporthe aristata, gave the same 
yield as  the corresponding sound wood but the consumption of wood 
was greatly increased. The inclusion of Diaporthe-damaged wood 
resulted in  a higher chlorine number and a considerable increase in  
the consumption of bleaching chemicals. The pulp was not so bright 
a s  when sound wood was used. Apart from a tendency for a slight 
impairment of the tear factor, the strength was unaffected. 
Soft dark rot in alder was examined in  a few samples attacked by 
Polyporus rndiatus and proved to cause a great increase in wood 
and chemical consump tion. 
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Table 21. Change (increase I-, reduction -) of pulp yield, wood consumption, chlorine 
number (consumption of chemicals), and bleaching properties in production of unbleached 
sulphitepulpfromrnixtures of 20per cent decayed or stained wood of birch (Betula verru- 
cosa), aspen (Populus tremula) and alder (Alnus glutinosa) and corresponding sound 
wood at the same trunk height. Time of cooking constant. 
\ k u a l  decay 
)r stain type Wood Ro t  fungus 
Firm-dark 
Firm-dark 
Soft-dark 
Soft-dark 
Soft-dark 
Soft-light 
Soft-light 
Firm- red 
(stain) 
Birch 
Aspen 
Birch 
Birch 
Alder 
Birch 
Aspen 
Birch 
Fornes igiziarirrs 
F o n m  igniarius 
Armillaria mellen 
Diaporthe aristata 
Polyporus radiutus 
Fomes igniarius 
Fomes igniarius 
- 
Pulp 
yield pel 
cent 
\Yo0 cl 
cousurnp 
ion in f o 
r a ~ v  n ooc 
Ier ton of 
I0 O" pu11 
Xlorine 
number 
T0 .2  
0.3 
j 3 . 1  
+1.6 
+1.3 
+0.3 
10.5 
+1.0 
Bright- 
ness per 
ent G.E 
after 
blea- 
ching 
F i r m  dark  rot  i n  b o f h  birch and aspen,  produced by Fomes  igniarius, 
in  a n  earlier stage of development than in  the soft light rot (Plate 11) 
gave a pulp that differed little from the pulp made froin the corre- 
sponding sound wood, as regards pulp yield, wood consumption and 
brightness of the bleached pulp. On the other hand, the inclusio~n of 
decayed wood resulted in an  increase in the degree of cooking and the 
coiisumption of chemicals in  the bleaching of sulphite pulp. The 
presence of firm dark rot diminished the strength (tear factor) of the 
pulp to some extent. 
F i r m  red wood in f h e  so-ccdled red hearfwood in birch, devoid of rot 
(Plate 11), gave a pulp which, as  regards wood consumption and 
brightness after bleaching, was similar to the pulp made from sound 
wood. There was a tendency for a lowering of the strength (tear factor) 
and a considerable increase in the chlorine number, and hence in the 
c l~~ant i ty  of chlorine required for bleaching. 
E. Production of greaseproof pulp from decayed or stained birch 
(Betula verrucosa) wood. Billerud AB. Research Laboratory 
W o o d  mafer ial  
For a direct comparison of the production of greaseproof with the 
production of "ordinary" sulphite pulp in the Mo och Domsjo test 
cooks (Chapter D ) ,  with respect to pulp yield, bleaching and strength, 
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chips of the same type ve re  used and in the same proportions (Table 
18). As a consequence the available chip material was rather limited, 
especially the control wood Sroni the same trunk, and a thorough 
statistical analysis was also not possible. Since the coolts were per- 
formed with much greater proportions of decayed wood than would 
occur in practice, the effects were, however, so greatly accentuated 
that  even with the relatively wide dispersion in  the limited esperi- 
mental material certain trends were clearly apparent. 
Methods  
Conking.  - Cooking liquor: 6.011.3 per cent. Wood-to-liquor 1 :  4.0. 
Cooking schedule: Evacuation 10 minutes, addition of liquor, 20"- 
125" C for 6 hours, 125" C for 5 hours. Quantity of wood in  small 
digesters 100 g, and for 10-litre digesters with three-section baskets of 
wire net 400 g per section. Treatment of pulp: For the small-scale 
cooks, washing, conditioning for 2 days and deternzination of dry 
weight. For the larger cooks, washing, screening separately for each 
section, granulation, conditioning for 2 days and determination of dry 
weight. For  all coolis pulp yield was calculated and for the larger coolis 
the percentage screen rejects as  1%-ell. Chlorine number was determined 
for all pulps. Because of a fairly wide variation in  the degree of 
cooking all pulp yields mere corrected to chlorine nuinber 5, and a 
conversion factor of 1.25 per cent per chlorine number was used for 
this purpose. The results are presented i n  Table 22 and Fig. 16. 
Bleaching. - Twelve pulps from small coolts were bleached. Chlori- 
nation mas performed with a chlorine charge (active chlorine per ton 
of pulp) of 15 times the chlorine number, which after 1 hour of clilori- 
nation ga\e a mean residual chlorine of 15 per cent. The coiisistency 
of the pulp was 3 per cent and the temperature 20" C. The alkali treat- 
ment was standardized at  3 per cent consistency, 0.15 g/1 of sodium 
hydroxide and 20" for 2 hours. The hypochlorite added was standard- 
ized at  10 kg active chlorine per ton pulp, a t  excess alkali of 40 per cent, 
a t  a consistency of 6 per cent, temperature 35O C, and a bleaching time 
to 0 per cent residual chlorine. The brightness determination then gave 
the effect of rot-damaged mood for a standardized hypochlorite charge. 
For  the large coolis it was possible to determine the effect of rot 
damage on the hypochlorite consumption at  a g i ~ e n  brightness. In 
larger experiments on the same pulps this charge of hypochlorite \\as 
added, and the bleached pulps were then subjected lo beating and 
slrength tests. The bleaching results are given in Table 22. 
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Table 22. Pulp yield and chemical consumption in the production of greaseproof pulp (for 
bleaching to 77 per cent G. E.) from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed 
or stained birch wood (Betula verrucosa) and corresponding sound wood at the same 
height of the trunks. Chlorine number 5. 
\-isual decay 
Jr stain type 
Firm-dark 
Soft-dark 
Soft-dark 
Soft-light 
Firm-red 
(red heart- 
wood) 
(stain) 
Fungus 
Fomes igniurirls 
drmillurin mellea 
Diaporthe nristata 
Fomes igniarius 
\-olumc of 
leteriorat- 
ed mood 
'ulp yielc 
per ceut 
Briphtne: 
per cent 
G.E. 
Co~lsumptioi 
of hypo- 
chlorite 
kg active 
chlorine per 
ton of pulp 
10 
10 
15 
2 5 
9 
1 4  
-- 
11 
12 
-- 
-- 
9 
9 
17 
25 
- 
9 
11 
- 
- 
- 
Beating nnd strength tests. - The pulps were placed in a Wennberg 
hollander beater in the wet state; 450 g of pulp (0.0 basis) and a 
total volume of 22.5 1 (pulp + water) were used. Samples of the pulp 
were taken before beating and after beating to about 35", 55" and 
- - 0  is SR. Sheets, GO g per m*, were formed in  accordance with CCA 17  
except for pressing and drying. The pressing was performed only 
once and with a pressure of 5 lip/cn12 for 5 minutes. The sheets were 
dried between blotting paper at  60' C for 1 hour and tested as specified 
in  CCA 17. For each degree of beating 16 determinations of breaking 
length and hlullen factor, 5 determinations of tear factor and 9 deter- 
minations of double folding strength were made. The means of these 
values were graphed as a function of the degree of beating, and from 
the curves so obtained the values for the respective quantities were read 
off a t  45" and 70" SR. The results are not reported here in detail but 
the effect of the two most important types of rot (in equal parts) on 
the strength for two degrees of beating are illustrated in Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 16. Pulp yield (meight per cent of corresponding sound wood)in production of bleached 
greaseproof from mixtures of various kinds and quantities of decayed or stained 
wood in corresponding sound wood a t  the same trunk height of Betula uerrucosa. 
Billerud AB. Research Lab. 
Resul ts  
Cooking.  - The degree of cooking varied but showed no clear corre- 
lation with the rot volume (means for 0, 10, 20, 50 and 100 per cent: 
6.2, 5.9, 6.5, 6.6 and 8.4 respectively in chlorine number). The pulp 
yield decreased with the proportion of rot-damaged wood, the magni- 
tude of the decrease depending on the type of rot (Fig. 16). Thus, the 
lowest yields were obtained in the case of soft darli rots and the 
highest for the firm darli rot. The screen reject content was consistently 
lower for 50 and 100 per cent decayed wood than for the cor~esponding 
sound wood. This could compensate for the losses in  pulp yield in 
cookings to higher chlorine numbers, 8-10, but for normal grease- 
proof pulp coolis to chlorine numbers 5-6 the screen reject content 
was insignificant even for the sound wood. In  general, the presence 
of 10 per cent decayed wood had no significant effect on the results 
of the cooking. 
Bleaching.  - The general picture was the same here. The bleaching 
was greatly affected by the presence of 100 per cent decayed wood of 
all types, and the effect was noticeable at 20 per cent and in some cases 
even for the 10 per cent mixtures. The most serious influence was again 
noted for the soft dark rots, and the relative order of effect of the 
various rots was approximately the same as in the case of the pulp 
yield (Fig. 17). 
Beating and strezigtlz iests .  -- The results of the strength tests 
showed that 10 per cent decayed wood (the most common types of 
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Fig. I T .  Brightness (per cent G.E.) in production of bleached greaseproof from mixtures of 
various kinds and quantities of decayed or stained aood  in corresponding sound 
~vood a t  the same trunk height of Retulcc uerrucosn. Billerud AB. Research Lab. 
rot, soft light rot and firm dark rot) did not affect the strength values 
apart from the tear factor, which was reduced by about 10 per cent. 
Higher proportions of rot-damagecl wood resulted in n consistently 
marlied deterioration in  strength (Fig. 18); soft light rot gave the 
greatest reduction. It  was, howerer, not possible to decide how much 
of the deterioration in strength a t  these higher proportions of decayed 
wood was due to the rot and how much to increased oxidation during 
the hypochlorite bleaching, which i n  the case of pulps with a high 
percentage of decayed wood must be made rather drastic to give the 
required brightness. That  the fibres in  the pulps containing 100 per 
cent decayed wood were much wealier than those from sound mood 
mas evident from the fact that  they could not be beaten above 85-70" 
SR, since the beater then began to vibrate owing to the contlact between 
the knives. The times required to reach a given degree of beating were 
also greatly reduced as the proportion of decayed wood was increased. 
In summary, the yield, brightness and paper strength of bleached 
birch s'ulphite pulp for greaseproof are all decreased by the four types 
of decay investigated, but to an  extent which makes a 10 per cent 
addition hardly detectable in  the results. It  rimy, however, be signifi- 
cant that the so-called sound wood indicates great variability in pulp 
character from various sound samples, with the lowest yield for 
"sound wood" from the trunk which had soft dark rot. 
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Fig. 18. Strength tests and beating time in production of bleached greaseproof from 
n~ixtures of decayed nood of Befuln uerrucosa (1:1 of soft light and firm dark rot, 
caused by Fomes iyniurius) of various quantities in corresponding sound wood a t  
the same trunk hcight of Befuln u e r r ~ ~ o s n .  Billerud AB. Research Lab. 
F. Supplementary studies 
Other rots and stages of rot development were examined in less 
detail. 
Of those decay columns continuing through one or two logs a charac- 
teristic type was chosen for test coolis. This rot was designated "pencil- 
rot" owing to its appearance in streaks narrow as a pencil, often 
several metres in the axial direction of the trunk. The rot was found 
to be due to Co~ficium galactinum (Fr.)  Burt. (cf. ~VHITE,  1951),which 
forms a typical white rot (Plate I ) .  Since i t  was difficult to obtain 
large enough samples of this rot from any one tree, the results of the 
test cooks were rather unreliable, and they have therefore not been 
included. This type of rot is, however, not of major economic signifi- 
cance. 
Decayed beech wood (Fagus silvatica L.) attacked by Fomes 
fomentarius was examined by test coolis a t  the Brusafors-Hallefors 
Company's Laboratory a t  Silverdalen. The available material was, how- 
ever, too limited to permit reliable conclusions. Ne~ertheless, some 
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difficulty i n  cooking was noted when high proportions of this de- 
cayed wood were used. 
Finally, mechanical pulp was prepared on half-practical scale at  the 
Central Laboratory of the Cellulose Industry in Stockholm. The ma- 
terial consisted of various stages of Fomes annoszls rot in a spruce 
trunk ( c f .  BJORRM.-\N et al., 1949). Since, however, these studies do not 
fall within the scope of this paper on chemical pulp, i t  will suffice 
to summarize the findings. By including: 10 per cent of wood affected 
by soft dark o r  firm dark rot -- a proportion that  might only very 
seldom be present in  sorting and production of rot-damaged wood 
of this kind - the loss of strength probably will not exceed 1 per cent. 
For the same mixture the brightness was reduced by 2-3 G.E. units. 
For smaller amounts of decayed wood the decrease in  quality is 
proportionally smaller. If the most advanced stages of rot are avoided, 
the loss of quality for moderate mixtures, below for instance 5 per 
cent, 1\41 be barely measurable. No tests were performed for heartrots 
other than that due to Fonzes annosus, which is the most important, 
at least in southern and central Slveden. 
IV. Discussion of the results 
There are various ways in which decay fungi can enter the trunk of 
conifers and broadleaf trees: 1)  through the roots, as in the typical 
root rots due to such fungi as Fomes  annosus ,  F o m e s  pinicola, 
Polyporus borealis, Polyporzrs schweini fz i i ,  and Armillaria mellea,  2 )  
through branch stubs-fungi such as Fornes pini, Fomes  igniarius, and 
I'omes fomenfar ins ,  and 3 )  through broken stem tops - fungi such 
as Sfererrm sangrrinolenfzrm. The fungi grow a t  different rates in the 
trunli and produce rots in different stages of development. For prac- 
tical purposes these decays, caused by several different fungi, may be 
grouped into soft darli, soft light, firm dark and firm light rots. These 
have proved to be easy to identify in practice during scaling of pulp 
wood. 
Studies of the importance of 1-arious types of rot fungi in  the pro- 
duction of cl~einical pulp can give videly divergent results, depending 
on the type of rot caused by a particular fungus - destructive 
r brown), corrosive (white pocket) and white rots - and depending on 
Lhe stage of the rot. JIoreover, a rot often begins as a discolouration of 
the wood, for instance the aniline s ~ o o d  in  connection mith attacks by 
Fomes  annoszzs ( c f .  BJORRRIAN e f  al., 1949, Plate I ) .  Staining may also 
have some other cause, for instance the penetration of air to the heart- 
wood, especially red heartwood in beech or birch (Plate 11). Such dark 
discolouration or  rot - even in cases where darli rot precedes a light 
one, as often happens in broadleaf trees - may greatly increase the 
consumption of chemicals in bleaching and a corresponding rise in 
costs. In more advanced stages the decayed wood often becomes rather 
soft, indicating that the fibres have been heavily attacked or  perhaps 
distroyed, as in the case of destructive rot, due to fungus genera such 
as Coniophora,  Merz~l ius ,  and Fomes.  
In some cases a darkening in firm wood, sometimes in the form 
of canker form~ations, may be directly associated even mith more or 
less soft rot, as may occur in damage by Armillaria rnellea or by Poria 
obliqua and Diaporfhe  a r i s f a f a  in birch. Such types are difficult to 
classify as soft and firm rots but have been included in the visual 
decay types in the present investigation for the sake of uniformity. 
The various visual decay types are formed by quite different 
fungi presumably with different enzyme compositions. The soft dark 
rot caused by Fonzes annosus  (BJORI~MAN et  al., 1949, Fig. 1 )  is thus 
for instance a typical corrosive (white pocket) rot, whereas the soft 
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dark rots examined in the present studies are destruutive (brown) rots. 
The Foazes pini rot in pine and spruce, which has been taken as repre- 
sentative of firm dark rot (Tables 4 and 8) ,  is at first light red (cf. the 
:mines "red hesrt" and "red ring rot"). On the other hand the typical 
top rot i n  spruce caused by Stereurn scrnguinolentrrm, which has been 
taken as representative of firm light rot (Tables 4 and 13), changes to 
a firm dark rot (Table 9 ) .  These types, however, produce the same kind 
of breakdown, namely corrosive rot. 
As regards broadleaf trees, rots of the white rot type are the most 
common, although they do not warrant this colour designation until 
a fairly late stage has been reached. This is the case for the broadleaf 
tree rot caused by Fonzes igniurius dealt with in the present investi- 
gation. Soft dark rot -- including surrounding wood - can, however, 
also occur, produced by for instance the fungi Armillaria tnellea and 
Dioporthe ar i s fa fa .  
An extremely large number of test coolts at many different stages of 
development would therefore be needed to  obtain definite results. By 
selecting representative samples of the respective types of rot in a 
typical stage of derelopment for the test coolts, it was nevertheless 
possible to detect certain trends. It was also possible to combine similar 
types for use in practice, and the essential object of the present studies 
could therefore be achieved, namely to establish whether a proportion 
of various types of decayed wood might be mixed with sound wood 
without impairing the quality of the chemical pulp. 
I t  might be questioned whether a detailed registration of heartwood 
damage is justified in scaling of the pulp wood, which instead may 
be assessed, for instance, by weighing, as  is now being introduced by 
certain industries, especially for deliveries from their own forests. If, 
however, it is desired to exploit the forest to the full, while a t  the same 
time ensuring that there shall be no impairment of quality through 
inclusion of rot-damaged wood such a determination seems to  be 
justified. Some damage may then be considered as "deduction defects" 
while other damage may be referred to as "tolerance defects", for 
which no volume deductions may be necessary (cf.Kung1. Sltogsstyrel- 
sen, Board of Private Forestry, Circular V :  9 and V: 11, 1963; cf. also 
for example DESYIAN, and GLESN, 1960). 
There follows a summary of the conclusions reached as to the extent 
to which different visual decay types may be used for producing 
various kinds of pulp, and a n  attempt is made to grade roughly the 
various types of rot with respect to their deleterious effect on the pulp. 
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Wood of conifers 
Soft dark rot and soft light rot. - From the test cooks it  would seem 
that Arnzillaria-rot, which in earlier stage of development belongs to 
the firm dark rot (cf. Fig. l o ) ,  in the fully developed stage causes a 
marked reduction in p~zlp yield and a n  increase in wood consumption 
in the production of rayon pulp and unbleached sulphite pulp (Figs. 
8 and 10). For the production of sulphate pulp this type of rot caused 
hardly any reduction, even in  large proportions (Fig. 12). However, 
this latter conclusioln is drawn on the basis of an  Armillaria-rot in a 
fairly early stage of development. As regards the strength of the 
sulphite and sulphate pulps, this rot gave only slightly poorer values 
than the corresponding sound wood. The brightness mas m~zch reduced 
(Fig. 11, Plate 11) ; the level could, however, always be brought up to 
that for pulp prepared from sound wood though with a much greater 
consumption of chemicals. In the production of bleached sulphite pulp 
there was quite a marked increase in  the content of screen rejects 
(Table l l ) ,  but for sulphate pulp there was no appreciable deteriora- 
tion on including mood affected by Armillaria (Table 15). Owing to 
the serious effect of Armillaria-rot it  should not be present in wood 
intended for sulphite pulp of high quality, though i t  may otherwise be 
included if the decayed wood in question is subjected to a 100 per cent 
deduction of volume. 
Even for quite a high proportion of other typical soft dark rots the 
reduction in pulp yield, calculated as percentage by weight, was large 
and considerably greater if the losses were expressed as percentage 
incre~ase in mood consumption. This may be ascribed to the fact that 
the decayed wood, which consists largely of lignin, is dissolved in the 
cooking. The brightness was only slightly reduced by the inclusion of 
rot-damaged wood. The strength was not appreciably reduced for 
bleached sulphite and sulphate pulp. 
Soft dnrk and soft light rots of the destructiue (Drown) rot type may 
thzrs be included in the prrlp production, bui in view of the loss of zvood 
a 100 per cent volzme deduction is recommended. 
Firm dark rot. -- This rot, represented in the test cooks by Fomes 
pini-rot and a Sfereum sanguinolentum-rot (top-rot in spruce) in a 
fairly advanced stage of development (Figs. 10-11, Plate I )  --both of 
the corrosive (pocket white) rot type - -  caused a reduction of 3-5 
per cent in weight yield of sulphite pulp and a corresponding increase 
in  wood consumption with mixtures of 10 per cent by volume of 
decayed wood to corresponding sound wood; for the production of 
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rayon pulp, however, an  increase in the weight yield was noted for the 
same mixtures of Fornes pini-wood. An examination of the decayed 
wood in the latter case, however, showed a lower lignin content than 
normal (Table 4) ,  which indicates that the cellulose had still not been 
attacked to the same extent as the lignin. The higher values for the 
cellulose yield were thus obtained because they were calculated on 
mood with a lower lignin content. In the production of sulphate pulp 
from mixtures of sound spruce and pine wood with 10 per cent of 
Fomes pini-decayed wood the pulp yield was reduced by 2 and 3 
per cent, respectively (Table 14).  The inclusion of firm dark rot did 
not result in any appreciable reduction in strength of the pulps. Except 
in the case of sulphite pulp produced from mixtures of firm darli rot 
caused by Sfererun sangz~izzolenfum the brightness was also satis- 
factory. 
From the test cooks i t  would seem that  firm darli rot - at  least in 
the most common type, corrosive rot - may be added to sound wood 
in the ~xoduct ion  of all pulps that are to be bleached. Owing to the loss 
n/ cellulose in such zuood, some deduction, a s  a suggestion 50 per cent, 
seems to be jzzstified. For the sake o/ sirnplificafion a deduction of 100 
uer cent for  the decayed volume may, however, be recommended. 
Firm light rot. - This rot type was represented in the material by 
a less advanced stage in an  attack of Stereum sanguinolentum (top-rot 
in spruce). In the production of rayon pulp and sulphate pulp no 
appreciable loss of yield was recorded even for the 20 per cent mixture, 
and there was no impairment of strength or brightness. 
This experience confirmed earlier results of test coolts involving 
firm light rot caused by Fomes annosus (BJORICMAN et a!., 1949) and 
shows that such deca!yed wood may be permitied in conifers without 
risk and with no deduction, as  has been recommended in  1948 and since 
applied in the case of spruce damaged by Fomes annosus. Through the 
"tolerance" of this defect some compensation for the too great de- 
duction in respect of firm dark rot is obtained. 
Wood of broadleaf frees 
O \ ~ i n g  to the nunlerous types of rot damage in  broadleaf trees and 
their different stages of development there is some difficulty i n  
grouping them in the same way as the rot damages affecting conifers. 
With some simplification, however, this proved to  be possible. In 
addition, there is a very common occurrence of stained wood which, a t  
least initially, usually appears independently of fungi. One example 
of such discolouration is the grey-green stain in birch and aspen which 
is due to the penetration of air into the wood; other examples are the 
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characteristic violet colour usually seen as the pre-stage of rot in birch 
I Plate 11), and red heartwood, here called 'firm red wood', in birch due 
to penetration of air to  the centre of the wood. 
So f t  dark  rot  and sof t  l ight  rot .  - For  the sake of uniformity two 
types of damage have been included in this group which also could be 
distinguished as specific types, caused by drlnil laria mellea and by 
Diaporthe aristata and other fungi combined with canker or abnormal 
sporophore formation. 
I t  i s  evident from the results of the test cooks that  the inclusion of as  
little as  10 per cent of wood affected by Armillaria mellea greatly 
increases the mood consumption i n  sulphite cooking and the production 
of bleached greaseproof, and reduces considerably the strength and 
])rightness. In bleaching there is an  increase in the consumption of 
chemicals. While such rot should thus not be present in  first-class 
broadleaf tree wood intended for the production of unbleached sulphite 
pulp, there is no reason why a certain amount of such wood should not 
he permissible in the production of bleached pulp. A 100 per cenC 
deduction for rot wood would be justified however. 
Birch affected by Diaporihe aristata would seem to demand a 
gre~ater amount of wood, even for the low proportion of decayed wood 
(Figs. 13, 14, 16 ) ;  and the consumption of chemicals increased 
strongly in bleaching when admixtures of 20 per cent Diaporihe-wood 
to  corresponding sound wood were used. Such wood should therefore 
not be added to sound wood in the production of unbleached sulphite 
pulp, but is on the other hand permissible for bleached sulphite pulp 
and greaseproof to a certain extent. A 100 per cent volume deduction 
for the Diaporthe wood would, however, appear to be justified. 
Soft dark o r  soft light rot, usually due to  F o m e s  igniarizrs, Fornes 
fomentarius or Poria obliqua,  give a marked increase in wood consump- 
tion for the 20 per cent mixture and also impair the strength of the 
pulp. A greater consumption of bleaching chemicals was recorded for 
high proportions of decayed wood. The effect was the same for 
bleached greaseproof except that the strength was not appreciably 
affected. The test coolts would thus indicate that, as  i n  the case of 
the rot damage in conifers, the  sof t  ro t  m a y  be assessed un i formly ,  
irrespective of the  zuide variation in colozrr presented by  severely 
attacked hardwoods ,  and t h u s  be accepted /or pulp production w i t h  
a 100 per cent  vo lume  deduction.  
F i r m  dark  rot .  - The presence of such decayed wood in  broadleaf 
trees - often an  early stage of, for instance, Fomes  igniarius-rot - 
does not result in a higher wood consun~ption even when as much a s  
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20 per cent is included. There was, l ro~eve r ,  some loss of strength and 
an  increase in the bleaching chlorine required. I n  the production of 
greaseproof the strength values in particular were affected. 
In  view of its limited effeot on the pulp, however, i t  would seem that  
a deduct ion of n o t  m o r e  t h u n  50 per cent  i s  justified for f irm dark  rot .  
For practical use,  however ,  i t  seems desirable to  follow the  assessment  
for coniferous wood and  apply  a I00 per cent  volume deduction.  
F i r m  light rot  occurs in broadleaf trees usually as  a transition stage 
to  soft light rot, bu t  i n  quite small amounts. h70 dednct ion seems  to  
he justified for f irm l ight rot .  
Discoloured wood wi thou t  rot .  - The discolouration often encount- 
ered i n  broadleaf tree wood and occurring primarily through damage 
to the t runk - for instance the greyish green discolouration i n  birch 
and aspen o r  the violet staining in  birch - is sometimes difficult to 
distinguish from true rot, for i t  is often accompanied by typical rot 
damage. The  same is the case with red heartwood in  the central parts 
of birch trunks. Cf .  Plate 11. 
Test cooks showed tha t  such discoloured wood that had not been 
damaged by rot did not affect the wood consumption or the brighl- 
ness of the pulp (sulphite pulp, greaseproof) although the tear factor 
was possibly impaired slightly in  the production of sulphite pulp. In 
bleaching, however, the chemical consunlption rose rather steeply with 
the intensity of discolouration. Since all grades of staining and transi- 
tion to pure rot wood are found, a t  least dark discolouration should be 
assessed as rot-damaged wood, and in view of the greater consunlption 
of chemicals in  bleaching some roluine deduction is indicated. 
Summary 
1. The frequency and appearance of rot of uarious types in standing 
trees of Scots pine (Pinus silvestris), Norway spruce (Picea abies), birch 
(Betnln verrucosa and B. pnbescens), aspen (Popnlus tremula) and alder 
(dlrzus g1zztiizosa)-so-called lze~artrots-have been esamined in ~ a r i o u s  
parts of Sweden (Tables 1-3). 
2. Rot due to a number of rot fungi has been studied with respect to the 
effect on the production of chemical pulp (Figs. 1-7, Plates I and 11). 
3. The studies were concerned chiefly with the production of rayon 
pulp (Tables 4-8, Figs. 8-9), and sulphite pulp (Tables 9-12, Figs. 10-11) 
from spruce, sulphate pulp (Tables 13-17, Fig. 12) from pine and spruce, 
sulphite pulp (Tables 18-21, Figs. 13-15) from birch, aspen and alder, 
and finally bleached greaseprool (Table 22, Figs. 16-18) from birch. The 
main purpose of the investigation was to obtain an impression of the 
quan t i tks  of various types of decayed wood that may be mixed with 
sound wood without affecting the quality of the pulp. 
4. Since the stage of development of rot damage may be assumed to 
determine to a large extent its value for pulping purposes but since it is 
impracticable to study closely all stages of development, a characteristic 
stage of the respective rot mas chosen-usually an intermediate stage. 
The investigation was centered on common rot fungi and the rots caused 
by them. As regards coniferous wood it was chiefly the types of rot 
occurring in  northern Sweden that were examined, as a supplement to 
the  earlier investigation on Fornes flnrzoslrs (BJ~RKMAN et a[., 19491, the 
most common rot in southern and central Sweden. 
5 .  The rot damage was assigned to 4 main visual decay types: soft dark 
rot, soft light rot, firm dark rot and firm light rot. Included in the soft dark 
rot was also drmillariu mellea-rot, which could have been distinguished as 
a separate type by virtue of its characteristic appearance (Fig. 4, Plate I ) .  
For  the same reason the damage caused by Diaporthe aristafa to birch could 
have been regarded as a separate type (Fig. 5, Plate 11). Stained or discol- 
oured wood of various kinds was not included in the decay types, in which 
no rot damage could be detected (Plate 11; cf .  also the so-called aniline 
wood, described in greater detail in the earlier paper of 1949). 
6. The same visual decay types were distinguished for both coniferom 
and broadleaf tree v~ood.  
7. Since the significance of rot damage increases with the amount of 
decayed wood, such wood was included with the corresponding sound 
wood in various proportions, namely 10, 20 and 50 per cent of the various 
types of decay; in some cases the effect of pure rot wood ("100 per  cent") 
was examined. On the basis of practical experience and random sample 
studies a proportion of 10 per cent decayed wood for coniferous wood 
and 20 per cent for hardwood was found to be the upper limit of what can 
occur in practice. General conclusions have therefore been drawn sub- 
stantially on the basis of the results of the test cooks for these proportions. 
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8. The investigation was performed chiefly at  a time when new instruc- 
tions for scaling of pulp wood were being developed. The present findings 
constitute the main basis for these new regulations so far as rot damage 
is  concerned. 
9. If a detailed assessment of pulp wood is required as a guarantee 
against impairment of the pulp quality, i t  is appropriate to distinguish 
between "deduction defects" for such wood that may be included but 
which justifies some volume deduction, and so-called "tolerance defects" 
for rot-damaged wood that have proved not to impair the pulp produced 
and therefore do not justify any deduction. 
10. The unbleached sulphite pulp is the most prone to impairment of 
quality, being stained by quite small amounts of dark rot, produced by 
for example Armillaria or Diaporthe. If bleaching is performed, as is 
normally the case, the discolouration disappears, but at the cost of an  
increase in the consumption of chemicals. Account must then be taken of 
this in the assessment of such damage, and a deduction is thus justified. 
11. Soft dark and soft light rot proved to result in a great increase in 
wood consumption and  impairment of the quality of the pulp. When 
bleaching of the pulp takes place, such rot may, however, be admitted. A 
volume deduction of 100 per cent for the damaged volume of such decay 
is suggested. 
12. Firm dark rot, apart from its irnpairnlent of quality, also gave a 
lower yield than the corresponding sound wood. 4 certain proportion 
might therefore be included in  pulp wood provided that soine deduction 
is allowed for. A deduction of 100 per cent for the volume of decayed 
wood seems to be unnecessarily high but might be justified by the need 
for the maximurn simplification of the assessment in practice. 
13. Firm light rot did not cause an appreciable impairment of the pulp, 
whatever proportion was  included. Although there was  undoubtedly soine 
initial breakdown and loss of strength, this type of decayed wood may 
conveniently be included without deduction and thus counted as a "tolerance 
defect". Some compensation for the too great deduction for firm dark 
rot is thereby obtained. This system, which is recommended on the basis 
of the earlier study on Fomes anrzosus-rot in spruce, has also been applied 
in the instructions for scaling of pulp wood since 1948 with no impairment 
of the quality of the pulp. In  broadleaf trees this type of rot rarely 
develops. Such rot damage often begins as a darkening of the wood, with 
gradual progress to the final stage of soft light rot. 
14. A discolouration need not be due primarily to an attack of rot and 
may, for the lighter forms at least, be assessed as a "tolerance defect". I t  
is, however, often difficult to distinguish i t  from incipient rot, which 
often accon~panies staining (Plate 11). To be on the safe side therefore, 
a dark stain is best assessed as firm dark rot. Bleaching of such discoloured 
wood invariably requires a greater quantity of chemicals than does sound 
wood. 
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Sammanfattning 
Anvandharheten av rotskadad ham- och lovved for fraxnstallning 
av kemisk massa 
Forekomsten av rota av olika slag i st5ende trad av tall (Pinus siluestrisj, 
gran (Picea abies), bjork (Betala verrucosa) och asp (Popnlus tren~ula) - 
s. k. skogsrota eller karnvedrota - har  undersokts i olika delar av Sverige 
(tab. 1-3). 
Rota fororsakad av ett antal olika rotsvampar ha r  undersokts med a r -  
seende p i  sin betydelse for framstallning av kemisk massa (fig. 1-7, 
plansch I och 11). 
Undersoliningarna ha r  hurudsakligen avsett framstallning av silkemassa 
(tab. 4-8, fig. 8-9) och blekt ~ulfi tma~ssa (tab. 9-12, fig. 10-11) av gran, 
liraftsulfatnlassa (tab. 13-17, fig. 10) av tall och gran och blekt sulfit- 
massa (tab. 18-21, fig. 11-15) a.ir bjork och  asp sanlt slutligen blelrt 
greaseproof (tab. 22, fig. 16-18) av bjork. Avsikten ha r  framfor allt varit 
att f5 en forestallning om hur  stora kvantiteter av olika rotskadad ved son1 
kan inblandas i motsvarande frisk ved utan att den fiirdiga produktens kva- 
litet blir lidande. 
D i  en rotskadas utvecklingsstadi~m~ i hog grad kan antagas bestiilnma 
dess anvandbarhet vid n~assaframstallning men a 1 1 a forekommande stadier 
icke rimligtvis kan noggrant undersokas, ha r  i allm8nhet e t t karakteristislit 
stadium for resp. rotsvamp utvalts, i regel en intermediar utveckling av 
rotan. Foretriidesvis ha r  inycket allntiinna ro tswmpar  och av dem fram- 
kallad rota blivit foremdl for undersokning. BetrBlfancle barrveclen har  fore- 
tradesvis rottyper forekoinmande i norra Sverige undersokts son1 en kom- 
plettering till den tidigare undersokningen over Fomes annosus (BJRRK~IAS 
111. fl., 1949), som iir den vanligaste rijt~an i sodra och mellersta Sverige. 
Rotskadorna ha r  indelats i fyra for blotta ogat urskiljbara tekniska klasser, 
avsedda for praktisk anviindning t. ex. r i d  virkesinatning: morlr losrota, 
ljus losrota, mork fastrota och ljus fastrota. Den rotskada, som fororsakas 
av Armillaria mellea h a r  riiknats till mork lo8srota trots att den pB grund au 
sin specifika karaktiir rnycliet val kunde ha  urskilts son1 en siirslrild typ 
(fig. 4, plansch I) .  Av samma anledning skulle den av Diaporthe aristata 
framkallade skadan 110s bjork ha  kunnat 115llas isar  son1 en sarskild typ (fig. 
5 ,  plansch 11). sblissfargad veda av olika slag, i vilken utbildade rotskador 
annu ej upptriitt (plansch 11) ha r  ej inraknats i rottyperna; detsainina gal- 
ler den s. k. anilinveden, hurudsakligen foreko~nmande i sarnband rned 
Fonzes annosns-rota och narmare beskriven och avbildad i den tidigare av- 
handlingen 1949. 
Sarnma rottyper och heteckningar ha r  i grova drag befunnits anvandbara 
for barrtrad och lovtrad. 
DB en rotskadas betydelse okar med dess omfattning, ha r  en inblandning 
i motsvarande frisk ved i form av flisblandningar foretagits av olilra rottyper 
till 10, 20 och 50 %, och dessutonl ha r  i nBgra fall ren rotved ( ~ 1 0 0  % rotaa) 
undersokts. Ned ledning av pralrtisk erfarenhet och foretagna stickprovs- 
undersokningar h a r  for barrtrad 10 C/'c och for lovtrad 20 C/o  rotainblandning 
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befunnits vara en ovre g r a m  for vad son1 n3gonsin kan forekomrna i prak- 
tisk skala. Med ledning av provkokningsresultaten for dessa inblandnings- 
grader lzar darfor vissa generella slutsatser i stora drag dragits. 
Undersokningen utfordes i huvudsak vid en tidpunkt d3 utarbetande av 
nya matningsbestammelser for massaved var aktuellt. De h5r frarnlagda re- 
sultaten utgor det grundmaterial, p& vilket de nya bestammelserna betraffan- 
de rotskador grundar sig. 
Vill man uppratthBlla en detaljbedomning av massaveden vid inmatning 
son1 en garanti mot kvalitetsforsamring, kan rnan lampligen urskilja au- 
dragsfel for s5dan ved, som kan rnedtagas inen bor foranleda visst avdrag, 
och s. k. toleransfel for s&dana ved'sltador, son1 visat sig ofarliga vid fram- 
stallning av rnassa och darfor icke behover foranleda n5got avdrag. 
Mest omt&lig for kvalitetsnedsattning a r  oblekt sulfitmassa, son1 missfar- 
gas Bven genorn relativt srn5 kvantiteter morka skadetyper, framkallade av 
t. ex. Armillaria eller Diaporthe. Om dessa skador blekas, vilket numera ar 
det vanligaste, forsvinner all missfiirgning men okar kernikalie5tg&ngen. 
Stor hansyn miste tagas hartill vid bedomningen av en s idan skada, som 
silunda bor foranleda visst avdrag. 
Losrota - sival  mork som ljus - har  visat sig medfora kraftigt okad 
vedforbrukning sanlt samre kvalitetsegenskaper 110s den framstallda mas- 
san. Den kan dock alltid blekas och darfor rnedtagas i viss kvantitet, om 
den samtidigt Bsattes ett visst avdrag, forslagsvis 100 C/o for den skadadc 
volymen. 
Mork fastrota ha r  utom genorn sin kvalitctsnedsattande effekt aven visat 
sig ge n&got lagre utbyte an rnotsvarande frisk ved. Den torde darfor kunna 
rnedtagas till viss kvantitet i rnassaved, om den Bsattes ett visst avdrag. Ett 
100 70-igt avdrag for den rotade volyrnen a r  harvid utan tvivel oberattigat 
hogt men kan andB motiveras med hansyn till onskvardheten a r  storsta moj- 
liga enkelhet vid den praktiska bedomningen. 
Ljns fastrota ha r  knappast visat sig medfora narnnvart forsanlrande effekt 
p& den frarnst8llda inassan varken vid 10 % eller hogre inblandning i mot- 
svarande frisk ved. ~ v e n  om otvivelaktigt en viss nedbrytning av cellulosan 
redan tagit sin borjan och styrkevardena borjat p h e r k a s ,  torde denna rot- 
typ lampligen kunna medtagas utan avdrag i full utstrackning ocll s3lunda 
raknas sorn toleransfel. En viss konlpensation for det alltfor kraftiga av- 
draget for miirk fastrota erh5lles ocks5 harigenom. Detta system, so111 kan 
rekornrnenderas pB grundval av dell tidigare undersoliningell rorande Fonzes 
annosus-rota i gran, llar aven tillampats vid inmatning av massaved sedan 
1949 utan nagon vardenedsattande effekt p i  den framstallda massan. Hos 
lovtrad forekommer rnera sallan denna roityp val utbildad. En rotskada bor- 
jar 11ar ofta med en morltfiirgning a r  veden, son1 s i  s m h i n g o m  overggr i 
slutstadiet ljus losrota. 
En missfargning behover ingalunda primart fororsalcas av etl rotangrepp 
oc11 kan Btn~instone i de ljusare forrnerna bedoinas som ett toleransfel. Den 
iir emellertid ofta svhr att sliilja f r i n  en begynnande rotskada, soln ofta 
~~ tveck las  i samband med missfargning (jfr plansch 11). Av sakerhetssk5il 
bor darfor i varje fall mork missfargning lampligen bedoinas som en rot- 
skada av typ mork fastrota. For  bleltning av sgdan inissfiirgad ved stiger 
alltid kernikalieforbrukningen. 
Plate I. 
Upper row, left: Soft light ro t  of the  destructive (broxn) ro t  type, caused by a Merulius  
species, in Picea abies. But t  rot. The province of Vasterbotten. 
Upper row, right: Soft darlr rot  of the  destructive (brown) rot  type, caused by Cor~iophorc~ 
fusispora, in P i n u s  siloestris. Butt  rot. The province of Vasterbotten. 
Middle ram, left: Firm dark rot  of tlie corrosive (pocket) rot  type, caused by Fomes pini ,  
in P i n u s  siluestris. In the  outer parts of the heartwood darlr rings of sound ~ ~ o o d  with a 
high concentration of pinosylvin and no rot. Trunk rot. The province of Uppland. 
illiddle row, riglil: Firm dark rot  of the corrosive (pocket) rot  type, caused by Stereurn 
sanguinolentum, in Picea abies. Top rot  with decayed wood in the  centre, lower in the trunk 
streaks of rot  in the inner part  of the  sapwood and outer part  of the heartwood. The p ro~ ince  
of Viisterbotten. 
Lower row, left: Soft light rot  of tlie white rot  type, caused by Corticium galactinurn, in 
Picea abies. Trunk rot  in long narrow streaks. The province of Vasterbotten. 
Lower row, right: Soft dark rot  of the  white rot  type, caused by Armillaria mellea, in Picea 
abies. Butt  rot. The province of Jamtland. 
Plate 11. 
Upper row, left: Purple stained wood with incipient rot  of the  white rot  type (below), 
caused by Fomes igniarius, in Betula uerrucosa. Branch and trunk rot. The province of 
Angermanland. 
Upper roru, right: Firm dark rot  of the  white rot type, caused by Fornes igniarius, in 
Betula uerrucosa. Trunk rot. The province of ihgermanland. 
Middle row, left: Soft light rot  of the  white ro t  type, caused by Fomes igniarius, in Betula 
uerrucosa. Trunk rot. The province of Angermanland. 
Middle row, right: Soft dark rot  of the white rot  type, caused by Diaporthe aristata (black 
staining from the  bark included), in Betula uerrucosa. But t  rot. The province of V8ster- 
botten. Cf.  Fig. 5. 
Lower row, left: Firm red vood (red heartwood), caused b y  air reaching tlie heartwood 
through cracks in the  stem, in Betula uerrucosa. No rot. The province of Dalsland. Cf.  Fig. 6. 
Lower row, right: Sulphite pulp produced of birch wood attacked by (from left to  right) 
Fomes igniarius, Fomes fomentarius and Armillaria rnellea, causing decayed wood of the  
white rot  type. Each vertical row from above: sound wood, mixture of 10 % decayed wood 
and sound wood and mixture of 20 % decayed wood and corresponding sound wood. 
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